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**LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMR</td>
<td>Magistrate’s associations, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>National Integrity Agency, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>Austrian Federal Bureau of Anti-Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOS</td>
<td>National Office for Promoting Ethics &amp; Integrity in the Public Sector, the Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Corruption Assessment Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP</td>
<td>Coalition for a Clean Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCU</td>
<td>Coalition for Clean Universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEE Trust</td>
<td>Trust for Civil Society in Central and Eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Corruption Monitoring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNVOS</td>
<td>Centre for Information Service, Co-operation and Development of NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD</td>
<td>Center for the Study of Democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSM</td>
<td>Superior Council of Magistracy, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSOs</td>
<td>Civil Society Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGA</td>
<td>Anticorruption General Directorate, Romania Ministry of Internal Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DII</td>
<td>Department of Internal Investigation, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFOR</td>
<td>Expert Forum, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FES</td>
<td>Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>Initiative for a Clean Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAS</td>
<td>Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIS</td>
<td>Local Integrity Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACS</td>
<td>National Anticorruption Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCRC</td>
<td>Belgian Central Office for the Repression of Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCAW</td>
<td>Public Concern at Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIAD</td>
<td>Police Internal Affairs Departments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIDA</td>
<td>Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Public procurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>Partnership for Social Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELDI</td>
<td>Southeast European Leadership for Development and Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCA</td>
<td>UK Serious Organised Crime Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>The United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNACC</td>
<td>United Nations Convention against Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNJR</td>
<td>National Union of the Romanian Judges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>Visual Investigative Scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNG</td>
<td>Association of Dutch Municipalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVOJ</td>
<td>The Dutch-Flemish Association for Investigative Journalism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Best Practices Manual is specifically aimed at strengthening the cooperation between civil society organizations (CSOs) and public institutions with regard to preventing and fighting corruption. Strengthening the role of CSOs with regard to anticorruption means thinking in terms of a system - how can a corruption system be broken and how is it possible to develop and improve national and local integrity systems (LIS).

The Manual describes good practices of cooperation which can be found in Romania, Bulgaria, The Netherlands and other European Union (EU) and non-EU countries. It is a continuation of the Assessment Report\(^1\) published at the beginning of this project in which different aspects of the cooperation between CSOs and public institutions were analyzed. The Assessment Report describes five important characteristics that improve the role of CSOs in the integrity system and will lead to a better cooperation between CSOs and public institutions:

- Capacity building;
- Advocacy campaigns and coalition building;
- Watchdog and monitoring activities;
- Raising public awareness on corruption (including education);
- Regional activities and local integrity.

The selected best practices described in the Annex are all good examples of the practical implementation of the five characteristics. The applicability of these practices depends on the characteristics of the society in which the (national and local) integrity systems function. Nevertheless, it is possible to draw a number of valuable generic lessons:

- It is all about trust. Cooperation in the field of anticorruption starts with building trust. The various organizations have to take on an open attitude which allows trust to grow.
- It is better to start with small steps, with a restricted number of people or organizations.
- It is important to make use of the networks and structures which are already there.

• Do not rule out any sector or institution; instead consider how the public organizations, CSOs, media, the business sector, schools and universities play an important role in anticorruption activities.

• Dare to experiment and learn by exchanging ideas and experiences with others.

**Structure of the Best Practices Manual**

The publication begins by providing important background information on the idea of cooperation and best practices, which is necessary to take into account before continuing to the specific chapters. **Chapters II through VI** provide a theoretical background on the importance of the specific types of cooperation. A comprehensive account of the selected best practices, including their structure, impact, sustainability and lessons learned, can be found in the Annex of the Best Practices Manual. During the entire process of discussing promising examples and selecting some for this publication, not only the effectiveness of the cooperation was considered an important selection criterion but also the extent to which the example was in line with the recommendations from the Assessment Report.

---

**Box 1. Recommendations of Chapter IV of the Assessment Report**

- The role of the National Anticorruption Strategy should be further enhanced.
- The Romanian government should help with the development of both private and public financing schemes for CSOs involved in the fight against corruption. The funding should not harm their operational independence and be developed in a strategic way so that it would ensure the sustainability of beneficiaries over a longer period (up to three-four years of financing).
- Public organizations and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) should set-up a functional collaboration mechanism and a coherent framework.
- NGOs need to develop a common platform that can be used to aggregate common statements, as well as communicate and cooperate with public institutions involved in the fight against corruption.
- Public organizations and NGOs should build their capacity for long term collaborations.
- Anticorruption projects should meet quality and efficiency standards.
- CSOs and public institutions should increase their own level of transparency.
- Local media should receive further support.
- Adequate whistleblower protection should be designed and implemented.
- Stakeholders (i.e. the general public, CSOs and media) should be educated.
- Take on a community-focus and work at the local level.
- Use innovative tools for involving the general public in the fight against corruption.
- Enhance the involvement of academia and business environment in preventing corruption.
The activities from the Assessment Report were clustered into various categories of cooperation. The structure of the Best Practices Manual is based on the following five categories of cooperation between CSOs and public institutions:

- Capacity building;
- Advocacy campaigns and coalition building;
- Watchdog and monitoring activities;
- Raising public awareness on corruption (including education);
- Regional activities and local integrity.

Each discussed project below was selected as a ‘best practice’ following a review of available literature on anticorruption initiatives, which fall within the categories of cooperation between CSOs and public institutions, and which are in line with the recommendations of the Assessment Report. As the scope of the study does not allow for a comprehensive in-depth assessment of the entire spectrum of implemented anticorruption initiatives, secondary literature was used for gathering the necessary information to select the best practices. In response to these limitations, the chosen initiatives have already been pre-evaluated as successful during past evaluations or studies. In addition, some of the practices were selected based on the authors’ own practical experiences and involvement.

**Table 1. List of Best Practices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of best practice</th>
<th>Issue it addresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>The development, implementation and evaluation of the Romanian National Anticorruption Strategy (2012-2015) (Romania)</td>
<td>Strategic level policy development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Platform for Corruption Prevention (the Netherlands)</td>
<td>Coalition building and participation in the drafting and monitoring of the National Anticorruption Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Centre for Information Service, Cooperation and Development of NGOs (CNVOS - Slovenia)</td>
<td>Capacity building and coalition building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Coalition 2000 (Bulgaria)</td>
<td>Coalition building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Anticorruption measures at the Naturalization Board of Latvia in the process of acquisition of citizenship (Latvia)</td>
<td>Capacity building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Coalition for a Clean Parliament (Romania)</td>
<td>Watchdog and monitoring activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1. List of Best Practices (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of best practice</th>
<th>Issue it addresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Summer School for Democracy (Romania)</td>
<td>Raising public awareness on corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>The project “Young People against Corruption” (Romania)</td>
<td>Raising public awareness on corruption and coalition building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Local Integrity System of the City of Amsterdam and Bureau Integrity Amsterdam (the Netherlands)</td>
<td>Regional-level activities and local integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Rahvakogu online platform for civic participation (Estonia)</td>
<td>Awareness raising and coalition building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>National Office for Promoting Ethics &amp; Integrity in the Public Sector (the Netherlands)</td>
<td>Coalition building, public awareness raising and local integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII</td>
<td>Citywide Public Integrity Strategy Hamburg (Germany)</td>
<td>Watchdog activities, coalition building and local integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII</td>
<td>Public Procurement Files Platform (Romania)</td>
<td>Watchdog and Monitoring Activities, Capacity Building, Awareness Raising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV</td>
<td>SAXION Chair on Corruption and Integrity (The Netherlands)</td>
<td>Enhancing the involvement of academia and business environment in preventing corruption and Education and awareness training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XV</td>
<td>Argentine Dialogue (Argentina)</td>
<td>Coalition building, enhancing the involvement of academia and business environment in preventing corruption and education and awareness training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVI</td>
<td>Reform of the public procurement system (Croatia)</td>
<td>Watchdog activity in public procurement and coalition building (including innovative techniques)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVII</td>
<td>ENIPIAD” Capacity Building within the Internal Affairs Department of the police (Bulgaria &amp; Romania)</td>
<td>Capacity building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII</td>
<td>“The SELDI Network” (Western Balkans and Turkey)</td>
<td>Regional Anti-Corruption Coalition Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIX</td>
<td>Supporting Investigative Journalism</td>
<td>Investigative Journalism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1. ‘OPENING THE DOORS’

Introduction

The chapter considers the importance of an open and engaging attitude of all actors in society trying to take a stand against corruption. This correct attitude is a precondition for any of the activities described in the report and for the best practices to have a chance to be successful. The chapter also highlights the issues of context-dependency of best practices and sustainability in funding cooperation, before turning to the promising examples on anticorruption cooperation.

1.1. Open attitude as an essential prerequisite for cooperation

This manual is specifically aimed at strengthening the cooperation between CSOs and public institutions and therefore its main focus is on good practices of cooperation found in Romania, Bulgaria, the Netherlands and other EU and non-EU countries. Cooperation between public organizations and CSOs is essential for any successful anticorruption strategy. The starting point of every anticorruption instrument, project, policy or cooperation is that the “doors should be open”. Transparency and access to information is widely seen as the key to promote greater public sector efficiency and reducing corruption because the information can be monitored by citizens and watchdog organizations. In many EU Member States innovative technologies are used to present open data for instance on asset declarations, public procurement (PP) procedures and the networks in which public officials are a member. Although this provides an important safeguard in trying to reduce corruption, the corresponding approach seen in most states is rather technocratic and instrumental while in fact transparency should be the guiding principle reflected in individuals’ and organizations’ overall attitude.

First of all, the approach of ‘opening up’ is not only a means to be monitored by external parties (external correction mechanism) but also a way to oversee one’s own organization and address any internal issues (internal correction mechanism). Secondly, ‘opening up’ is not solely monitoring and correcting deficiencies, it is also a chance to communicate your activities and vision and thereby reach out to other(s) organizations for joint initiatives. Thirdly, by ‘opening up’, individual(s) organizations set an example for others, thus changing the norm.

When discussing a complex problem such as corruption, the parties involved might have very different viewpoints, which can lead to the polarization of the
discourse. CSOs, public institutions, academia, businesses and journalists often
discuss corruption and their vision on how to curb it. In the meantime, how-
ever they often become narrow-minded and fail to consider external opinion.
The psychology behind such a behavior suggests that people are inclined to
think that propositions by others have already been tried in the past or are not
applicable in the given context. Consequently, individuals (and the organization
they represent) tend to become isolated by holding on tightly to their beliefs,
identities and truths. When discussing corruption and potential approaches to
solve it, organizations often consider to take a step back, study it objectively
and control it mechanically. This attitude further limits their ability to assess the
situation realistically.

Common opinions about traditional roles in this context will be gradually
replaced by different considerations regarding the role that organizations and
individuals are likely to play in the process. This way CSOs would not only be
viewed as watchdogs, keeping an eye on public institutions’ conduct. For
instance, CSOs could set an example by being open and transparent, while
public institutions can be open about corruption related dilemmas they are strug-
gling with. There are abundant opportunities to do this in practice. The
“Argentine Dialogue” (Best Practice XV) is a good example of how ‘opening
up’ can lead to a successful and long-term cooperation between various actors
to curb corruption. This process is needed in order for trust to grow.

1.2. Opening up to those who report misconduct

One concrete example which shows that organizations and individuals across the
EU struggle with openness is the way in which they deal with misconduct
within their own organizations. The best way is to tackle wrongdoings before it
becomes too late and this can best be done by creating an open organiza-
tional culture where staff members speak openly about theirs and other people’s
integrity, and where they call each other out about any potentially unethical
behavior. One way to do is, is by looking at the organization as a subsystem
within the larger societal system, as was described above. An open organization
allows its employees to raise concerns via an easy route. A silent workforce poses
a potentially serious risk to integrity, thus speaking up should be rewarded
instead of punished. One way to ensure lively discussions is to hire people who
appear to have different, even opposing perspectives. ‘Willful blindness’, refers
to the possibility to know something and a responsibility to be informed, which
is often being avoided due to the fact that human beings have a tendency to
build relationships that reaffirm their values, make them feel comfortable, thus
blinding them to alternatives. Scientific research illustrated how this form of
negligence led to environmental disasters, accidents, the financial crisis, as well
as several notable corruption cases. It is therefore advisable to welcome differ-
ent or even initially conflicting views into any anticorruption activity.

3 Kahane A. (2004) Solving tough problems: an open way of talking, listening, and creating new
realities. Berrett- Koehler Publishers: San Francisco p.4
4 Slingerland, W., Eijkelhof, F., Van Hulten, M., Popovych, O. Wempe, J. (2012), National Integrity
System Assessment Netherlands, Transparency International Netherlands: The Hague
6 Ibid.
United Kingdom’s Public Concern at Work

In an ideal world employees share their ideas and opinions both, in a constructive way and face-to-face (including to management). Alternatively, speaking up can be done anonymously, for which various commercial firms offer technologies and services ensuring an easy and safe way to report internally. The United Kingdom (UK) has a unique whistleblower charity called Public Concern at Work (PCaW), which encourages workplace whistleblowing. The advice service offered by PCaW includes free, confidential advice for workers across all sectors who wish to raise a whistleblowing concern but are unsure whether or how to do it. PCaW advisors have legal training and no discussions are revealed without the whistleblower’s express consent. They help individuals consider the options available to them, and, if asked to do so, could also raise the concern on behalf of the individual. From 1993-2012 they had dealt with over 22,000 cases, of which approximately 14,000 were whistleblowing cases. The majority of callers (70%) raised their concerns about their managers. The role of independent and confidential advice is essential in empowering potential whistleblowers to speak up and building trust and confidence.

If employees feel unable to raise concerns about a possible misconduct in their workplace, they should be able to fall back on a legal provision on the basis of which they can report the misconduct externally. In such cases employees have to be ensured to receive protection from detrimental treatment from their employer if they have reported wrongdoing in the public interest. If an employee is dismissed because he or she highlighted any wrongdoing, it is up to a legal assessment to determine whether or not it is a case of unfair dismissal. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Romania and the United Kingdom are among the countries that have passed comprehensive and dedicated legislation to protect public sector whistleblowers. The United Kingdom is considered to have one of the most developed legal systems in this respect. It has a single disclosure regime for both the private and public sector whistleblowing protection, which also covers the public sector functions which are outsourced to private contractors. The UK’s Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998 (PIDA) offers strong and comprehensive protection for workplace whistleblowing but is believed to suffer from a lack of promotion and support by the UK government.

---

7 For instance the Speak Up system provided by People Intouch. More information available from: http://www.speakup.eu/en/people-intouch/people-intouch-bv (Accessed 24/05/14)
8 Public Concern at Work. More informational available from its website: http://www.pcaw.org.uk/
In the Whistleblower Country Report published in 2013 PCaW presented a Quick Guide to the PIDA’s key provisions for workers who blow the whistle on corruption:

### Box 2. PIDA’s Key Provisions for Workers Who Blow the Whistle on Corruption

“Covers most UK workers, including employees, contractors, trainees and agency workers, police officers, and every worker in the National Health Service (NHS)

Defines wrongdoing broadly to include disclosures about corruption or any other crime, civil offences (including negligence, breach of contract or administrative law), miscarriages of justice, dangers to health and safety or the environment, and, importantly, a cover-up of any of these; the worker does not have to prove the wrongdoing, nor does it matter if the persons to whom the wrongdoing is reported are already aware of it

Protects concerns raised internally with an employer (or to the Minister responsible in appropriate cases), and externally, to one of the many listed regulatory bodies, to the police in serious cases, and, importantly, to the media in certain circumstances, particularly if the other routes have been tried and failed and the wrongdoing is on-going

Compensates for detriment (i.e. victimization) short of dismissal, including injury to feelings, and those who are dismissed can seek interim relief within 7 days to continue in employment; those found to have been unfairly dismissed for blowing the whistle are compensated for their full financial losses (uncapped) which recognizes that blacklisting can occur and that high wage earners can also be whistleblowers.”


### 1.3. Difficulties with replicating best practices in other contexts

Academics specializing in anticorruption generally agree that there is no clear-cut solution or universal key to eradicate corruption. Whether corruption emerges and what form or size it takes on, is entirely dependent on the specific circumstances of the environment (time, place, etc.). What is considered a successful practice against corruption in one country might fail in another as the environment or system in which the corruption emerged is totally different. Therefore, careful consideration must be given to the specific factors, which have contributed to the successful application of a given anticorruption practice. What caused the environment to become supportive so that the anticorruption initiative succeeded? Were all actors simply doing their utmost or other developments aided the process? Here one can think of a recent change in government, serious pressure from external donors or a recent high profile corruption scandal.

To put things in perspective, ‘best practices’ are therefore to be interpreted as ‘promising practices’. They are examples of cooperation between CSOs and public institutions which have been appreciated by the parties involved and...
which have been positively evaluated by third parties (e.g. citizens or other institutions). The aim of this manual is not to copy these practices, but to take notice of them and assess whether the practice or some of its elements can be customized or “translated” to a different national context. In doing this, one easily tends to look at how corruption could emerge while the formal structures are in place. Equally, these formal structures are seen as the environment in which the cooperation between CSOs and public institutions must be established and strengthened. However, corruption is a complex phenomenon because it takes place in the more informal structures or social networks, which exist across formal institutions. Johnston described corruption in Romania to be that of the oligarchs and clan’s type, in which there has been an accelerated process of economic and political liberalization, but with institutions remaining weak thereby allowing strong clientelistic networks to thrive. The counter reaction should also come from a strong collective of anticorruption organizations. Therefore, the role of CSOs in collaborating with public institutions should be strengthened; as such they should themselves form an anticorruption network, to which all stakeholders are members.

1.4. Basic requirements for effective cooperation

1.4.1. Formal framework governing the cooperation

Rules on cooperation between CSOS and public institutions

Although most states have left the cooperation of CSO/public institutions unregulated, others have formalized certain aspects by introducing cooperation mechanisms which determine the formal environment in which the collaboration is to be established. Some countries (e.g. Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia) have appointed specific contact persons at the ministerial level responsible for handling cooperation between CSOs and the specific ministry. Cooperation at this level usually entails activities such as:

- consultations with CSOs prior to the adoption of new laws and policies;
- including CSO representatives in various working groups;
- involving CSOs in the development and implementation of joint projects;
- the direct funding of CSOs through each respective ministry; and
- various other educational events, announcements etc.

In addition to establishing dedicated contact persons at the ministerial level, there might also be dedicated contact persons for cooperation with the Parliament. Furthermore, cooperation at the parliamentary level in some countries (e.g. Croatia and Montenegro) is guaranteed by allowing CSOs to elect
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specific CSOs to represent them on a specific issue.\textsuperscript{13} In an attempt to express government’s willingness to publicly consult with businesses, CSOs and citizens, while ensuring transparency, laws have been enacted which oblige public (internet) consultation on selected law proposals (e.g. the Netherlands).

**Participation in the drafting and monitoring of the National Anticorruption Strategy (NACS)**

Active involvement by CSOs in the drafting and monitoring of the National Anticorruption Strategies facilitates to a great extend successful anticorruption cooperation. All national (and regional) policies and activities to fight corruption for a given period derive from this formal document. A good strategy reflects a realistic and comprehensive view with concrete measures and corresponding responsibilities. It is essential that CSOs join the policy makers in drafting the separate chapters of such a strategy. CSOs have their own sources of information and views on what can be considered to be effective measures.

The development, implementation and evaluation of the National Anticorruption Strategy in Romania (Best Practice I) is a promising practice. The Strategy (2012-2015)\textsuperscript{14}, which focused on prevention of corruption, defined civil society as an important stakeholder. More than 30 NGOs have sent contributions to the Ministry of Justice in the development phase of the Strategy\textsuperscript{15} while some of them participated in the thematic cooperation platforms in 2011 and 2012. Several public debates were organized in this early phase, as some involved cooperation with CSOs.\textsuperscript{16} Moreover, CSOs take part in the implementation and evaluation of the process, through the collaboration platforms, amongst which one is dedicated to the civil society. CSOs can also actively take part in the monitoring of those institutions, which are partners within the strategy. Another example from Romania is the Strategic Committee within the Anticorruption General Directorate (DGA) which serves as a steering consultative body, supporting and evaluating the work of the DGA. The Strategic Committee is made up of permanent members including, among others, secretaries of state, heads of central directorates within the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the head of National Policeman Body and one representative for three NGOs.\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, representatives of the European Commission and the embassies of some EU-countries are invited for further consultation. The Platform for Corruption Prevention of the Netherlands (Best Practice II) provides an example of how various stakeholders, including CSOs, can be involved in implementing an Anticorruption Strategy, as well as their participation in designing future strategies.

\textsuperscript{13} For a more detailed overview of how this is done in other countries please see: Nuredinovska & Hadzi-Miceva Ewans, (2011) CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES FOR SELECTION OF CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS IN CROSS-SECTORAL BODIES. http://www.ecnl.org.hu/dindocuments/414_Criteria%20and%20procedures_EN.pdf


\textsuperscript{15} http://www.infolegal.ro/consultari-publice-pentru-elaborarea-noii-strategii-anticoruptie/2011/04/15/

\textsuperscript{16} See for example the debate organized by the Clean Justice Initiative: http://www.infolegal.ro/concluzii-ale-dezbaterii-publice-privind-noua-strategie-nationale-anticoruptie/2011/10/07/

\textsuperscript{17} Ministry of Internal Affairs, Anticorruption General Directorate, Official webpage available at: www.mai-dga.ro/index.php?l=en&t=39
1.4.2. Informal networks to support the cooperation of CSOs and public institutions

One of the recommendations from the Assessment Report was directed towards building coalitions. Too often individual CSOs compete over funds, goals or partnerships with public institutions, aiming for the same objective of reducing corruption. This leaves a huge potential for CSOs to work more closely, both together and in cooperation with public institutions in a network-structure. There is a great potential benefit to gain from such an approach. Knoke and Yang describe how such networks affect perceptions, beliefs and actions through a variety of structural mechanisms which are socially constructed by relations between the individuals. This interaction gives access to better information, resources, greater awareness and higher susceptibility to influence or being influenced by others.\(^\text{19}\) By channeling information and resources to these structural relations, a shared identity and common norms and values are being promoted.\(^\text{20}\) This does not mean that the network needs to be formalized or ‘close-knit’. Granovetter showed how a ‘loose-knit network’, with its weak ties (not all individuals know one another), leads to indirect contacts, which could become important channels for socially distant to a person ideas, influences or information to reach the individual (organization).\(^\text{21}\) Weak ties are indispensable to individual’s opportunities and their integration into communities, whether at local or regional level or sector-oriented. Granovetter\(^\text{22}\) also states that small scale

---

\(^\text{18}\) Text derives from Dissertation on Social Networks and corruption by W. Slingerland
\(^\text{20}\) Ibid. p.6
\(^\text{22}\) Ibid.
interaction – the strength of interpersonal ties – affects large scale patterns (influencing macro phenomena such as corruption) which in turn feed back into the small scale interaction.

Cooperation of CSOs and public institutions can be much more effective if the network approach is the starting point for different forms of bilateral and multilateral collaboration. It is therefore essential that each party in the network is aware of the bigger system in which the anticorruption activities take place and in which each party takes on its unique role to contribute to the overall cause. Some of the best practices present concrete examples of projects arising out of such a network approach e.g. Platform for Corruption Prevention (the Netherlands) (Best Practice II), “ENIPIAD” Capacity Building within the Internal Affairs Department of the police (Best Practice XVII) and “The SELDI Network” (Western Balkans and Turkey) (Best Practice XVIII).

1.4.3. Sustainable Sources of Funding

Another essential aspect, which is a recurring issue in the discussions on cooperation between public institutions and CSOs, is the need for sustainable sources of project funding. The NACS (2012-2015) (Best Practice I ‘The development, implementation and evaluation of the National Anticorruption Strategy’) and the data about the resources available for the implementation of proposed actions and indicatives show that too often N/A is put under the ‘Resources’ heading. The NACS (2012-2015) is one of the best across all EU Member states but lacks strength with regard to identifying the required resources, in manpower and available budget, foreseen to be invested.

Financing by donors is mostly done for a limited duration of one to three years (i.e. on a project basis). Once a cooperation project is fully established and operational, the time for evaluation of its effectiveness is often too limited for any kind of adequate assessment, let alone amendments. Regularly, there is also no follow-up of successful projects because the financing had already ceased. A good example of continuity of financing by the state budget can be found in the Center for Information Service, Co-operation and Development of NGOs (Slovenia) (Best Practice III) where the fixed costs of the CNVO, has been an important factor in its stability and growth of membership.

In addition, it is important to realize that CSOs in developing and EU candidate countries are heavily reliant on outside donors (such as USAID, EU Funds and The Open Society Foundation) for funding their anticorruption initiatives. In the case of Romania, some of the financing ceased once it became member of the EU and the focus of foreign donors shifted to other countries. EU funding is still available but it is now more competitive. It is also worth noting that in Romania there is hardly any anticorruption CSOs which fall in the category of membership-organization with grassroots support, making their dependence on outside donors even bigger.
Government funds

One way to provide sustainable sources of funding that is not overly reliant on foreign donors is by setting up a national fund to finance the activities of CSOs within a country. Such a fund could be used to strengthen the CSO sector as a whole or support certain projects that are considered to be a priority (in this case reducing corruption).²³ According to a report by the International Center for Not-for-Profit Law, “government funding of CSOs through a national fund is an important way for the government to support the development of civil society and to strengthen the relationship between the government and CSOs.”²⁴ As a general best practice, such a fund should be established following active participation of the beneficiaries (i.e. CSOs) in drafting the structure or functioning of the fund. Hungary could be considered as good example because it established such fund after having consulted CSOs’ leaders during series of country-wide meetings. This allowed for circulation of the draft law and opportunity for providing comments and suggestions before the final submission of the legislation to the Parliament.

Sources of funding

Similar to funds from international donors, governmental financing generally provides support to CSOs in the form of grants. The latter may cover up to a hundred percent of the value but generally require some kind of co-financing or “cost share” from the receiving organization.²⁵ The key to the long term success of such funds is the ability to obtain both significant as well as reliable funding which can be secured from various sources. Some of these are discussed below.

State Budget

As with any governmental program, the use of the state budget is the most common way to provide financing for state-sponsored activities. Generally, the amount of funding is determined every year and is part of the national annual budget plan. The risk of this approach is that there is the potential for large fluctuations in the amount of funds that will be allocated each year to support the activities of CSOs. The reasons for these fluctuations can vary from general austerity measures to changes in political priorities.

Alternatively some countries such as Romania have implemented mechanisms, enabling citizens to directly specify which CSOs they would like to direct a portion of their income taxes to. Statistics shows that in Romania the so called 2%

²³ It must be noted that while such foundations are responsible for funding a large portion of the civil society activities in the country, government funding of CSO activities might still occur outside the scope of the foundation for example funding might still occur through the individual Ministries.


²⁵ Such co-financing often requires organizations to contribute 10-20% of the funding themselves. This is done for a number of reasons reducing costs as well as ensuring that there is support for the activity outside of the resources of the fund such as grass roots support.
mechanism provides CSOs with just under EUR 60 million a year in funding.26 While the overall concept might be good, CSOs indicate that in practice this funding is not very useful as the amount provided to individual organizations is too low. Therefore, a number of examples of alternative sources of funding are presented below, which if implemented correctly, should be less susceptible to these types of issues.

**Membership Organizations and donations**

Some CSOs receive a substantial portion of their funding through donations. Another way to ensure sustainable financing is to become a membership-CSO. By becoming a nonprofit membership association to which members pay at least their annual membership costs, the CSO not only becomes more independent of donations but also means that individuals affiliated with the organization may feel a strong sense of ownership in the overall success of the nonprofit’s mission if they are members, which has a huge potential of citizens’ active involvement for the cause.27 The importance of establishing grassroots support has also been reinstated by the UNDP and the Huairou Commission, a global network of grassroots women’s organizations. Recent projects in Brazil and the Philippines, for example, involved women who promoted good governance at the community level and were involved in designing and implementing anticorruption strategies. This type of citizen’s involvement turned out to be highly effective to reduce corruption (and poverty).28 An entirely different membership is seen in **Citywide Public Integrity Strategy Hamburg (Best Practice XII)** where an association promotes integrity in the business sector and as such cooperates with public institutions, offers membership to businesses and citizens. Hamburg receives its funding through membership fees and donations.

**Proceeds generated from games of chance/national lottery**

An entirely different but popular means of funding is by using national lotteries and other state-run games of chance. One reason this method is particularly popular is that in many cases the source of funding already exists and using it to fund CSOs merely requires the redirection of a portion of the proceeds into the civil society fund.

**Other donations**

In addition to the mechanisms listed above, some government funds have obtained funding or supplementary funding from other sources. For example supplementary funding may come from other foundations, corporations and
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other private entities as well as bilateral/multilateral donations. While these sources can provide much needed increases in funding, one must be careful that these donors do not exert excessive control over how the funds are spent, especially if their objectives are not in line with the goals of the foundation or fund. In the case of financing CSO activities in the anticorruption sphere, funding could come from court judgments, penalties/fines or government seizures involving corruption cases. An example of such a fund can be found in Siemens’ integrity initiative which was launched in 2010 and is set to run for 15 years. The $100 million fund was set up following a settlement with the World Bank involving a significant corruption case. As part of the settlement Siemens agreed to co-operate in changing corrupt practices within industry, such as those found in public procurement, and engage in Collective Action with the World Bank Group to fight fraud and corruption. The legitimacy of the allocation of project funding is ensured by allowing the World Bank Group to have veto rights over the selection of project as well as the ability to audit the use of the funds.

Ensuring Transparency and Independence

Non-governmental organizations in general, and in particular CSOs involved in fighting corruption, gain their legitimacy from implementing activities, which are considered independent from government interference or influences. As a result, it is extremely important to ensure that the funds that CSOs receive from the government are obtained with the utmost transparency, avoiding any partisan-related activity. One of the first steps that must be carried out to ensure the transparency and independence of such funds/foundations is to make sure that the fund is set up in such a way that allows it to operate independently from the government. This can be achieved by establishing a well thought-out governing body.

Governing Body

The structure of the governing body of the governmental fund can have a significant impact on ensuring its independence of the state. Sound rules and regulations must be put in place to ensure that independence can be guaranteed. As we have seen in countries like Bulgaria politicians and other government officials can try to use these funds for their own benefit by setting up so-called PONGOs (politically owned or politician’s NGOs). In some cases public officials have been known to carry out work for such NGOs during their office hours, before ultimately moving to the NGO full-time once funds have been awarded, thus enabling the civil servant/politician to receive a higher salary. In order to avoid such blatant conflict of interests the awarding body of publicly financed

29 The aim of these Collective Action projects is for industry to partner with the public sector, international organizations and civil society. Collective Action describes various methods of combating corruption. It is a matter of acting collectively and forming alliances against corruption. Collective Action calls for cooperation on the part of participants from the worlds of politics, business and society at large.

30 Before 2009 Bulgarian experts estimated that PONGOs made up between 9-13 percent of all NGOs in the Country. However the passing of the Prevention and Disclosure of Conflict of Interest Act in 2009 reduced this number by making it illegal for elected officials and public employees to serve in the managing boards of NGOs and required them to declare possible conflicts of interest regarding their involvement with NGOs. For more information see Civil Society in Bulgaria Trends and Risks (2010).
fund needs to be made up of various stakeholders, limiting the possibility for such egregious forms of conflict of interests to take place.

Overall, the composition of governing bodies of similar funds elsewhere was evaluated positively: “in most cases, the government chooses to appoint a mixed group of civil society representatives or leaders and public officials to the managing board or council of the fund.”31 However, the amount of control the government can exert over who is appointed in the governing board differs in each country. In Croatia for example, five out of nine board members are CSOs or experts in specific fields of civil society development. The rest of the board consists of three representatives from various ministries (the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs/European Integration). The decision on the allocation of funds is made by the entire management board. The fairness of this decision-making is further supported by involving professional evaluators in the assessment of grant applications. Specific rules on conflict of interests are also applicable.32

1.4.4. Investigative journalism and the use of new technologies

For every country that wants to be effective in anticorruption, it is essential that the media are independent and strong enough to report corruption scandals, inefficient anticorruption policies or any other topic of public interest. Besides the general daily news, more in depth, long-term and critical investigations by the media are essential to report complex topics. As a result, investigative journalists fulfil an important role as the overall watchdog. The Dutch-Flemish Association for Investigative Journalism (VVOJ)33 defines investigative journalism to be:

“Critical and in depth journalism. Journalism that does not merely pass on news that is already there, but creates news that would not have been there without the journalist’s intervention. This may happen by creating new facts, but also by interpreting or connecting already known information in a new way. In depth means a substantial journalistic effort was made, either in a quantitative sense e.g. time spent on research, number of sources consulted or in a qualitative sense e.g. sharp questions formulated, new approaches taken up or a combination of both.”

As such well-trained, responsible and independent investigative journalists with adequate resources to investigate and report, form an essential actor in an anticorruption network in any given country. Corruption is a crime that prefers to remain hidden and concealed but independent media can shine their light on

32 For example according to Article 19 of Foundations National Statute: A member of the Management Board or other body of the Foundation may not vote, or decide on issues in which he/she, his/her marriage partner, his/her adopted parent or child, his/her direct blood relative or indirect relative to the fourth degree, or one related by marriage to the second degree, has material interest, nor on issues related to a legal entity of which he/she is a member, in whose management he/she is involved, or in which he/she has any material interest.
those who have been involved in corruption. Because of the complex nature of corruption, it is important that these journalists are trained by corruption experts (e.g., CSOs or law enforcement officials) to learn how they can discover and trace back corrupt behavior. One example of such a training is **Best Practice XIX—“Supporting Investigative Journalism”**, aimed to provide the best journalists in Romania access to networking, training, and using of nonconventional sources in getting information on corruption (such as “data mining”).

When thinking about anticorruption cooperation between public institutions and CSOs one immediately has to consider the possibilities which new ways of communicating offer. Mobile phone devices, the internet, and social media have made it easier to report, raise awareness to, and fight corruption. **The Estonian Rahvakogu online platform for civic participation (Best Practice X)** is a good example of new best practices in anticorruption cooperation.

**The Public Procurement monitoring database in Croatia (Best Practice XVI)** which has been set up illustrates how increasing transparency in decision making can strengthen watchdog activities of CSOs. Another example which is particularly interesting when considering the network character of corruption is the cost-free Visual Investigative Scenarios (VIS) — a data visualization platform designed to assist investigative journalists, activists, and others in mapping complex business or crime networks. This website is funded by the International Press Institute and the website’s aim is to help investigators understand and explain corruption and to translate complex and interrelated cases into simple, universal visual language.

There are also low-key initiatives, such as “Ipaidabribe” where those who experience any form of bribery can report it online, so that media and law enforcement agencies are informed. Additionally, larger data on the nature, number, pattern, types, location, frequency, and values of actual corrupt acts becomes available. This information allows for anticorruption to become much more effective because interventions are based on a better understanding of the environment in which the corruption occurs. Besides reporting individual bribe paying, whistle-blower websites (e.g., Balkanleaks or Publeaks) allow anyone to upload official documents as evidence of a corrupt conduct. Thus, corrupt practices are made public and it is up to the media, the organizations involved, and the law enforcement agencies to take action. New technologies have made it possible to organize, on short notice, anticorruption demonstrations and online petitions.

Recent examples are the civic involvement against corrupt government officials and politicians in Ukraine, Turkey, Bulgaria, and Romania. Mass demonstrations were quickly organized because of the speed with which communications can take by using social media. However, a warning should also be in place, because these same technologies can also be misused. For example as with other communication means, information can be wrongfully exchanged and illegal payments can be transferred more quickly using these technologies. Nevertheless, any form of cooperation between public institutions, CSOs, and other actors could benefit from these new technologies. As such, it is not a separate form of cooperation but a support to all activities.

---


CHAPTER II. CAPACITY BUILDING

2.1. Background

Capacity building is viewed as the process of strengthening an institution or organization in order to increase its effectiveness and ability to reach its full potential. In the anticorruption realm capacity building initiatives can benefit both CSOs and public institutions. As demonstrated in Chapter I, many countries have established dedicated government departments and agencies which also have a responsibility for increasing the capacity of CSOs within their country. Furthermore, CSOs can play an important role in increasing the capacity of public institutions’ ability to respond to corruption related issues. In Latvia a promising example is the integration of Anticorruption measures at the Naturalization Board of Latvia in the process of acquisition of citizenship (Best Practice V).

Significant obstacle to successful capacity building initiatives could be the lack of institutional memory, in particular in societies with low levels of institutional capacity and high levels of corruption. Several alternatives could be identified in such cases.

2.2. Capacity building/training initiatives need to be renewable

All too often internal training exercises, international trainings/exchanges or CSO-led capacity building activities are isolated events which fail to reach a wider audience.\(^{37}\) The cascade or “train the trainer” approach has been one of the most common methods to try and ensure the sustainability of training activities. While this approach is often considered cost effective and is capable of providing some form of sustainability, it must be noted that it can lead to diluted trainings which lose effectiveness over time (each newly trained group receives a more diluted form of the original training as information is lost with each passing training exercise). As a result, some argue that training a permanent cadre of trainers is more effective at ensuring that the training activities remain at their best.\(^{38}\)

---

\(^{37}\) By wider audience we are not only referring to other stakeholders for which these training activities might be useful such as other departments, ministries etc. but also newcomers/the next generation of civil servants and government officials.

\(^{38}\) UNFPA, 1994.
2.3. Smoother transition process

Improving the transition process when promoting (or changing the post) civil servants is also becoming increasingly important. In some of the more corrupt societies, even the mid-to-lower level managerial positions within government bodies and ministries are exposed to strong political influence and pressure. As such, when new governments are formed, many of the key stakeholders in capacity building initiatives are relieved from their duties. Having not benefited from these past initiatives, their replacements often refuse to continue with the established practices, thus breaking the pattern of sustainability, which is essential for effective capacity building process. Therefore, specific steps should be taken to guide the transition process for newly appointed civil servants and officials.

One recommendation for smoothing this process includes the use of handover documents/packs when leaving or starting a new post. While creating in-depth work handover packets might be common practice, the countries which lack institutional capacity and experience high levels of corruption often do not have sound procedures in place to ease the transition process when someone is assigned to a new post. From a practical perspective this approach would help guarantee that the knowhow from one cohort of civil servants is passed on to the next, thus ensuring that capacity building improvements remain effective over longer time periods. Ultimately, the responsibility for overseeing the practical implementation of such recommendations lies with the relevant human resources departments, which should be actively involved in training/capacity building activities.

In countries where high levels of corruption is prevalent, CSOs might naturally have gained more experience in fighting corruption as the previous regimes did not allocate the necessary resources to effectively combat the problem themselves. In such cases, CSOs can provide government institutions with their valuable knowledge and expertise on how to best address the issue of corruption within government institutions. For example, prior to or in the early stages of development of specialized anticorruption agencies, CSOs can be involved in a number of capacity building activities including:

- Drafting/providing input to anticorruption strategies;
- Training civil servants and other government officials;
- Establishing anticorruption protocols;
- Implementing international standards/best practices etc.

An example of how a CSO provided their expertise in capacity building can be seen in the example from Latvia (Best Practice V). At the time of the initiative, the Latvian authorities lacked the expertise necessary to address corruption problems with the Latvian Naturalization Board.
2.4. Keys to successful capacity building

Sustainable training and ensuring collective knowledge is essential. When developing a training exercise, there are do’s and don’ts. The United Nations Population Fund lists good practices for establishing effective training activities:

- The different objectives of training and awareness creation should be recognized in a project’s design;
- Needs assessments are required for designing effective trainings;
- The criteria for selecting trainees should be clearly defined and applied consistently;

**Box 3. Excerpt from an Interview with Representative from Providus, Latvia.**

“We had the reputation of being experts on corruption in Latvia and there are not that many organizations in Latvia with that expertise outside the Government and inside the Government at that time the specialized anticorruption agency was only recently established a couple earlier and that body had still not built up [enough] expertise at that time. I think nowadays they would not go for the foreign NGO, nowadays they would ask the Corruption Prevention and Combating Bureau which is a specialized state authority to do analysis of this kind but at that time this anticorruption bureau was not yet so developed and so they found that we have the best outside sort of expertise on prevention of corruption.”

*Source: Phone interview conducted on 5 March 2014*

**Table 3. Risks CSOs may experience while carrying out joint capacity building initiatives with government institutions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risks</th>
<th>Possible ways of overcoming such risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not getting full access the information needed to carry out the capacity building initiative successfully</td>
<td>• Establish clear guidelines regarding access to information in the working agreements prior to initiating the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different motives</td>
<td>• Involve/update media throughout the entire duration of the capacity building initiative instead of only during initiatives launch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance/confrontation from the “insiders”</td>
<td>• Ensure the full support of activities by senior management of the participating institution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Involve insiders in the design of the capacity building activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Training content should be relevant to the job description, when applicable;

• Training a permanent cadre of trainers is more effective than the training in cascade “train the trainer” approach;

• Impact evaluation should be included in the project design from the outset and implemented more frequently in order to benefit subsequent training activities.39

CHAPTER III. ADVOCACY CAMPAIGNS & COALITION BUILDING

3.1. Background

Advocacy campaigns are among the most applied instruments by NGOs active in the anticorruption domain as they are used to intervene when public policy does not coincide with good governance and transparent practices or when decisions do not correspond to the public interest. In this context, advocacy campaigns refer to the planned, deliberate and sustained efforts in raising awareness on (anti)corruption and related issues. This is usually achieved through a variety of activities including lobbying, media campaigns and setting up information centers to name a few.40

Although some organizations have the capacity to independently perform advocacy campaigns, most successful initiatives in drafting and improving key legislation are undertaken by coalitions or alliances. Therefore, the latter types of initiatives will be examined together throughout this chapter.

While there is no one-size-fits-all solution for constructing an anticorruption coalition, due to varying social and political circumstances as well as the changing nature of the corruption challenges that each society faces, there are a number of factors marking the most successful anticorruption coalitions. For example, according to (Johnston & Kpundeh, 2004) some of the factors that facilitate and enable the mobilization of anticorruption coalitions include:

- A functioning state with leaders who have a genuine intent to govern well;
- Basic civil liberties (freedom to organize, assemble and voice) and a reasonably free media;
- A “crisis of opportunity” making action imperative;
- Outside support providing essential resources, expertise and moral support.

In addition there are a number of key characteristics that can be found in most of the effective anticorruption advocacy campaigns. These include: (a) a strong identity; (b) clear message; (c) effective partnerships; (d) strong evidence; and (e) timing.

3.2.  Keys to Successful Advocacy Campaigns and Coalition Building

3.2.1.  Strong Identity

It is important for both national and local level anticorruption advocacy campaigns to be highly visible and easily identifiable. When an advocacy campaign is driven by a coalition that can add credibility or visibility, it is important that the coalition’s identity remains independent of the characteristics and objectives of its members. In order to increase the legitimacy of the coalition/campaign, initiatives should generally be open to include a wide variety of stakeholders; however one must be careful to avoid including coalition members whose integrity is questionable, as this could seriously jeopardize the credibility and legitimacy of the campaign.

This approach was effectively demonstrated by Coalition 2000 (Best practice IV), which kept the identity of the initiative separate from that of the participating NGOs. Coalition 2000 was able to achieve this by providing open membership criteria (incl. NGOs, government agencies, business associations and international organizations that took on the identity of the coalition). As a result, the initiative has turned into a pioneering success of the anti-corruption efforts of the Bulgarian civil society. It introduced an innovative public-private coalition format for cooperation among NGOs, governmental institutions and individuals for delivering anti-corruption awareness raising and policy advocacy. It consisted of three pillars:

- The Corruption Monitoring System (CMS), allowing to measure the level of corruption victimization in the country, as well as to identify related public perceptions, opinions, and expectations. The CSM is based on regular victimization surveys among the population and the business community, which benchmark corruption dynamics.

- Annual Corruption Assessment Reports (CAR), providing overview of the Bulgarian legislative and institutional reforms and evaluating the anticorruption potential of government policies, as well as highlighting the contributions of civil society and the role of the media;

- Annual high-level anti-corruption Policy Forums, attended by ministers, ambassadors and academia, thus rendering them an effective advocacy tool.

3.2.2.  Clear Message

In general the purpose of an advocacy campaign is to try and persuade elected officials to act on its message. However, politicians are only inclined to take action when their constituencies actively voices their support for the advocacy campaigns message as they are reliant on the support of their electorate to remain in office. As such, the message must be clear and easily understood by the target audience (i.e. the voters). A large part of having a clear message corresponds with having clear and catchy name for the campaign. For example, in Romania some of the most effective advocacy campaigns had names that clearly identified the purpose of the campaign (i.e. Coalition for a Clean Parliament (CCP), Coalition for Clean Universities etc.)
3.2.3. Effective Partnerships

While the use of coalitions is often considered to be an effective tool for increasing the likelihood of carrying out a successful anticorruption advocacy campaign, these initiatives are only effective when good cooperation exists between the coalition’s members. Effective partnerships can be promoted by clearly stating the benefits of joining the coalition in order to entice new members to join (See table 4 below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits of Joining/Participating in Coalition 2000, CCP &amp; CCU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefits for CSOs and society at large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased opportunity to participate in the development of new legislation (Coalition 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable the general public to make more informed decisions (CCP, CCU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased capacity to hold government institutions/officials accountable then would be possible single-handedly (Coalition 2000, CCP, CCU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits for Government Institutions/ public bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take advantage of the knowledge and resources of specialists working outside of the government (Coalition 2000, CCP, CCU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favourable public image by being seen as a promoter of integrity (Coalition 2000, CCP, CCU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased monitoring of public procurement within universities means less wasteful spending of government funds (Coalition 2000, CCU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared/Mutual Benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase quality, integrity and reputation of Romanian higher education system/political parties (CCU, CCP).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the reasons the Clean Justice initiative (Best Practice VI “Romania’s Clean Coalitions”) worked was that its members were already aware of the benefits of participating in such alliance, as the coalition was partially a direct development of a previous initiative (CCP). As a result, the coalition was easy to establish with its members already able to recognize that they shared common values and with the understanding that working together would be more effective.

In the case of advocacy campaigns, effective partnerships must also exist between the advocacy campaigners and the public officials which they are trying to persuade. In the case of the CPP, the Coalition was able to successfully approach the leadership of the different political parties which were represented in parliament and get them to agree to publicly support them. One of the characteristics making the partnership more effective was the fact that each of the “black-listed” candidates was given the opportunity to appeal the Coalition’s initial findings.

---

41 These parties included: the Social Democratic Party/Humanist Party of Romania coalition (PSD/PUR), the Justice and Truth Alliance (DA), and the Hungarian Democratic Union of Romania (UDMR)
The experience of the Southeast European Leadership for Development and Integrity (SELDI)\textsuperscript{42} (Best Practice XVIII “The SELDI Network”) is an additional example of how strong partnerships can also effectively operate on a regional level. The project has demonstrated how 19 like-minded civil society organizations from Southeast Europe can work together with the mission to contribute to a dynamic civil society in the region, capable of participating in public debate and influencing policy and decision-making process in the area of anti-corruption and good governance.

3.2.4. Strong Evidence

Arguments are more convincing when they are based on strong evidence. Such evidence is most effective when it comes from comprehensive and rigorous research. In the case of the CCP, strong evidence was provided in the form of verified information indicating that a candidate had done one or more of the following:

- Having repeatedly shifted from one political party to another in search of personal benefit;
- Having been accused of corruption on the basis of published and verifiable evidence;
- Having been exposed as an agent of Ceausescu’s former secret service (Securitate);
- Being the owner of a private company with a sizable sum of back taxes;
- Being unable to account for the discrepancy between a candidate’s officially stated assets and income;
- Having profited from a conflict of interest involving their position within government.

The SELDI network (Best Practice XVIII) is another confirmation that coalitions, which advocacy efforts are founded upon detailed and systematic research provide greater reliability in pursuance of their common objectives. SELDI carried out its first unified regional corruption monitoring exercise, employing the state of the art Corruption Monitoring System back in 2001 – 2002 and repeated this exercise in 2013 – 2014, which has provided the coalition with a distinctive opportunity for data-driven anti-corruption policy-advocacy and outreach. This approach allowed the network’s partners to collect comparable data, which serves not only for the production of national CARs, but also as the foundation for an comprehensive Regional CAR, to be published in the second part of 2014.

\textsuperscript{42} SELDI official webpage available at: www.seldi.net
3.2.5. Timing

One of the key factors to the success of the advocacy campaigns and coalitions that have been discussed in this chapter and that cannot be overlooked is timing. While good anticorruption campaigners remain active all the time, the decision of when to push forward with an advocacy campaign can be crucial to its success. Timing plays an important role for a number of reasons. Firstly, the general public’s memory tends to be short - what might be considered an important issue today, might be of no concern tomorrow. It is therefore essential that an advocacy campaign starts or coalition is created as soon as the “crisis of opportunity” unfolds.

Another reason why timing plays an important role for the success of any advocacy campaign is that the existence of a favorable environment is essential in order for the message to influence the political agenda. For example, one of the reasons that the CCP was able to be successful was because it was initiated during a time in which the political climate was more receptive to act on the advocacy campaigns message. More specifically, in the case of the CCP the right timing was twofold. Firstly, the campaign was timed shortly before the 2004 elections, which meant that the initiative could have a direct impact on the forthcoming election.43 Secondly, the campaign was initiated during a time when the leading opposition party was in a strong position to seriously challenge the ruling party; which in this case meant fighting corruption. CCP members have stated that the political environment of that time was the key to their campaigns success and would not have been able to gain the support needed from politicians or achieve such a positive result under different political conditions.

An additional good example is the “Argentine Dialogue” (Best Practice XV) experience. It illustrates how after years of failed attempts to solve serious nation-wide problems, the citizens, supported by CSOs and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), were successful in building anti-corruption coalitions. And they succeeded at the peak of the crisis, when people were willing to try and do things in a different way. The citizens changed the setting in which they normally met with political leaders. By using an informal approach everybody was able to see their individual role in the context of the bigger system.44

3.2.6. Sustainability

Even successful anticorruption coalitions such as Coalition 2000 (Best practice IV), the CCP (Best Practice VI), etc. are susceptible to sustainability issues. As put by Johnston, M. & Kpundeh, S. J.: “coalition-building drives often begin with much fanfare, and in some places they thrive; too often, however, they prove difficult to

43 The electoral moments can have “perverse” effects, as the candidates/parties that are interested in their image can promise publicly to support a certain cause, but after the elections no action is taken. Therefore, solid alternatives plans must be ensured, including ‘name and shame’ campaigns.

sustain – particularly where they are needed most." Furthermore, sustainability plays an essential role in advocacy campaigns pointed towards influencing key legislations. In one such example, a coalition advocacy campaign worked towards the adoption of an ombudsman law. The accomplishment of this mission required considerable prolonged persistence as the campaign advocated with three successive governments before the law was adopted. Furthermore, it took an additional 2-3 years before the first ombudsman was appointed and could begin carrying out his duties. If the coalition's advocacy campaign had not been sustainable enough to continue pursuing the objective, the adoption of the law might have never occurred. This reiterates that progress in the fight against corruption can be slow and requires persistence and sustainable diligence.

The strong partnership within the SELDI coalition (Best Practice XVIII) is a good example for sustainability. The initiative relies on pooling together the resources of its partner CSOs who share similar values and are deeply involved in good governance and anticorruption at national level. In addition, the SELDI strategy rests upon, and partially replicates, the successful best practices of Bulgaria’s anti-corruption initiative Coalition 2000 as well as the regional CSO capacity building initiative Southeast European Legal Development Initiative. The core CSO coalition partners have worked together in the past in the area of good governance and anti-corruption and have proven track record and experience in the area. The complementary institutional and regional approach to advocacy and stakeholder consultations, and SELDI’s open governance structure further ensure the sustainability of the initiative.

46 Stakeholder interview on coalition advocacy campaign to adopt an ombudsman law.
4.1. Background

Watchdog and monitoring activities play a critical role in the fight against corruption. According to the World Bank, an effective anticorruption strategy should increase accountability by encouraging public oversight through Parliament and a vibrant civil society. These activities provide a number of benefits including helping assess the functioning of accountability systems, identifying areas which are vulnerable to corruption and identifying corrupt practices. Moreover, effective monitoring can establish a constructive two-way dialogue between communities and government bodies.

In an ideal situation (i.e. in countries where the political will to fight corruption exists) corruption monitoring within the public sector should be conducted by independent state-funded agencies. However, there are a number of reasons why one should be cautious of solely relying on the public sector. Firstly, governments have inherited incentives to adjust the findings of their monitoring activities, especially when these activities uncover controversial facts. In the absence of strong political will, NGOs can take the lead in monitoring and watchdog activities or serve as allies to the government monitoring agencies. Particularly at the local level NGOs have the potential to exploit their insight knowledge, experience and contacts to aid their monitoring efforts. Using similar reasoning, Coalition 2000 (Best Practice IV) chose to focus much of its attention on local anticorruption initiatives towards organizing educational and awareness activities to help promote the use civic monitoring at the local level.

While watchdog and monitoring activities are often carried out independently by CSOs, there are opportunities for civil society and governmental institutions to cooperate in this type of activity. Cooperation of this kind usually requires a written partnership agreement which outlines the extent of cooperation and what kind of information the CSO will have access to in their monitoring activities. As Holloway points out, poorly negotiated partnership agreements can result in significant negative consequences to the monitoring activities from the earliest stages of cooperation. Recommendations for establishing an effective cooperation agreement on the part of CSOs include the need for provisions which include, “detailed specifications of protocols of publications with deadlines and right to

49 This can be particularly the case when the information that has been uncovered has the potential to damage the reputation make the current government in the eyes of the voters.
Chapter IV. Watchdog And Monitoring Activities

publish without consultation within so many days if this deadline is breached by the subject (i.e. government institution), right of access to information, protocol and deadlines to obtain document etc.50

The monitoring and watchdog activities undertaken during Coalition 2000 (Best Practice IV) aimed at realizing these four goals. For example, the CMS which was developed by the Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD) through the Coalition became an effective instrument for analyzing the corrupt practices within the country (Goals 2 & 3) and assessing the progress that was made through various anticorruption initiatives (Goal 1).

Furthermore, the Coalition 2000’s CAR intended to assess the progress that had been made in line with the Corruption Action Plan (Goal 1). The CAR proved to be useful in that it provided an overview of the Bulgarian legislative and institutional reforms and evaluated the anticorruption potential of government policies as well as providing overviews of the contributions of civil society and the role of the media. In addition, the CAR was able to promote effective collaboration between the CSOs within the Coalition and government institutions by enabling government officials to provide their own comments and suggestions to the CAR, while drafts of the report were being circulated within the appropriate government institutions and in fact some of their comments and suggestions ended up in the final report.52

The initiative’s neutral stance was the key to effective cooperation, enabling the Coalition to work closely with successive governments, irrespective of their

---

50 Holloway (2006) p. 143
51 Cite these 4 examples as described in Chapter 6 Corruption Fighters’ Resource Book
52 Similarly another “best practice” Romania’s Coalition for a Clean Parliament provided the political parties with the opportunity to review their findings from the monitoring activities which were carried out on their candidates for parliament and provide evidence to counteract any disagreements.
political affiliation. Its reach, both national and regional, was additionally fostered by the annual presentation of the CAR. The report was presented during a high-level Policy Forum, attended by ministers, ambassadors and academia, making it an effective advocacy tool.

Another area where Coalition 2000 demonstrated effective cooperation with the government in their watchdog and monitoring activities can be seen in its role in the formation of Bulgaria’s Civil Council. The Civil Council which was established by three CSOs53 with the main objective being the implementation of an ongoing independent monitoring system to follow fund raising and expenditures during the presidential election campaign. The Civil Council had been invited by the Committee nominating the president and vice president to carry out the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES FOR NGOs COOPERATING WITH GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS ON MONITORING/WATCHDOG ACTIVITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The subject is engaged in the process and you have their attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The partnership could provide greater access to information for the monitoring NGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It may be easier to work with reform minded people within the government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the subject is willing to cooperate other significant institutions may also come to the table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnership generates the possibility for capacity building and experience sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NGO is free to devise the monitoring plan and strategy without negotiation i.e. no political compromise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There will be a greater appearance of independence from the perspective of other civil society groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced needs for coordination mean the monitoring NGO will be more flexible in their day-to-day operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The monitoring NGO is less vulnerable to manipulation or co-option by the subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covert investigations can be used more easily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NGO can be more flexible and focus its monitoring activities according to findings and events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

53 The three CSOs were Coalition 2000, the Bulgarian chapter of Transparency International and Civil Society against corruption
monitoring activities. The Romanian Coalition for a Clean Parliament (Best Practice VI) is another good example of a thorough monitoring.

In this sense Goal No.4 (formulating clear recommendations on how to best tackle the corruption that has been identified) provides an excellent opportunity to work closely with the government’s own anticorruption monitoring body.

4.2. Watchdog Activities in Public Procurement

Public procurement is one of the most important sectors for both the anticorruption institutions and CSOs, as states spend up to 25% of the GDP on procurement procedures. In 2010 the procurement procedures in EU amounted to a total of EUR 2,046 billion (20% of the GDP), while the cost of corruption and fraud was estimated to be between EUR 1.4 and EUR 2.2 billion in eight selected EU Member States\(^{54}\). The new 2014 PP Directive aims to increase the transparency and ensure the useful spending of public funds. Taking these developments into consideration, public procurement seems to be a practical area for collaboration between public institutions and civil society working on anticorruption and good governance. Croatia seems to be a good example in this sense. (Best Practice XVI Reform of the public procurement system in Croatia). In 2013, the country became the 28th member of the EU. As for all the candidate member states, conditions have been negotiated with the EU officials in order to impose standards in governance and society. One of the targets of Croatian officials and civil society became the reform of the public procurement system. In this project, CSOs and public institutions were successful in increasing transparency in public procurement by launching a Web portal and database in which all projects and tenders can be monitored. The 2012 EU report on Croatia\(^{55}\) stated that the country was meeting the accession requirements, even if further investments must be done at the local level, regarding the remedies system and improving the administrative capacity of bodies involved in PP procedures.

This project was continued in partnership with the Bucharest based think tank Expert Forum with the purpose of sharing the Croatian experience. The current project, Cross-Country Legal and Institutional Framework for Suppression of Fraud in Public Procurement is on-going and includes the publication of two policy papers on the future Romanian legal and institutional framework (in the context of the new PP Directives), meetings and conferences with the stakeholders and an advocacy campaign. The project also envisages to set the premises for the implementation of a similar PP Database in Romania.\(^{56}\) The hope is for this initiative to learn from the Croatian experience and build upon other successful monitoring activities in public procurement which have already been carried out such as Best Practice XIII Public Procurement Files Platform in Romania.


CHAPTER V. RAISING PUBLIC AWARENESS ON CORRUPTION (INCLUDING EDUCATION)

5.1. Background

This chapter’s focus is on the best practices with regard to the raising of public awareness about corruption. More specifically, it describes the way CSOs and public institutions may work together to raise the corruption awareness of the larger public. Any anticorruption strategy is doomed to fail without sufficient public awareness. (Chapter III deals with National Anticorruption Strategies)

Therefore, the Serbian anticorruption agency started in 2013 a multi-media campaign to raise public awareness. The previous anticorruption strategy failed due to a lack of public awareness.57

Public awareness of corruption with regard to the general public concerns:

- the recognition of the different manifestations of corruption;
- the recognition of the objectionable character of corruption and the willingness to formulate an opinion on this in (public) debates;
- and an understanding of the activities, which can be undertaken when confronted with corruption incidents.

In promoting public awareness on corruption the simple transfer of information is seen as insufficient. In the organizational literature the insight arose “that the ways people actually work usually differ fundamentally from the ways organizations describe that work in manuals, training programs, organizational charts and job descriptions”58. Learning theorists therefore have rejected transfer models which isolate knowledge from practice. Within the modern organizational learning theories, learning is seen as social construction, “putting knowledge back into the contexts in which it has meaning”.59

Based upon these lessons from academics it is possible to distinguish four levels of raising public awareness of corruption60:

---

59 Ibid. p. 47.
• The simplest level of public awareness raising is the disseminating of information, for instance via a mass communication campaign. The idea behind this form of corruption awareness raising is that knowledge about corruption leads to performing actions to fight corruption. As mentioned before, this is not seen as an effective method. However, every anticorruption strategy, and especially each awareness, program needs to start with this. The Serbian anticorruption agency, for example, chose to use an extensive multi-media campaign to raise public awareness. This included posters and advertisements in the media.

• A second level of public awareness raising of corruption involves asking the general public to report cases of corruption. The Romanian Anticorruption Directorate (AGD) developed an awareness campaign by asking the general public to be aware of corruption and to report cases. This level of awareness raising addresses the own responsibility of the citizens to combat corruption.

• This dissemination of information can take place via public leaders or school teachers. Through interviews in news media or via speeches they are able to inform the general public about the issue. Teachers on all levels of education are able to address the topic of corruption. This form of public awareness raising goes one step further than the transfer of information. The leader sets a good example and calls on his supporters to promote this vision and to take action. The teacher stimulates his pupils or students to recognize corruption, to recognize the mechanisms behind it and to think about adequate (societal) answers. A leader and a teacher may even translate these lessons to the experience of the students or the context in which the follower of the leader may function and to stimulate to take action.

• A fourth level of public corruption awareness recognizes the systemic character of corruption. If you want to understand how corruption really works, and want to change it, it is necessary to recognize the way people are, sometimes without realizing, creating structures in and around organizations, and to recognize the coercive character of these social structures. The raising of awareness of corruption should entail the practice as well. It is important to bring people from different segments of society together and develop a common understanding of the way corruption as system functions.

5.2. Keys to Successful public awareness raising

With regard to corruption awareness raising of the general public there are various opportunities for cooperation between public institutions and CSOs.

• Campaigns
CSOs and anticorruption agencies can cooperate through public awareness campaigns. The independent character of CSOs is of extreme value for the trust of the general public in the information that is made available by the CSOs. CSOs therefore have to be careful to guarantee their independence. This implies restrictions upon the form of cooperation of the CSOs with the public institutions. Cooperation may involve exchange of information about the way corruption is recognized by the CSOs and the public agencies.
• **Reporting of cases**

CSOs are, due to their relationship with their supporters, often aware of corruption cases that may be reported to the anticorruption agencies. It is therefore important that CSOs have knowledge of how these anticorruption agencies work.

• **Public leadership**

CSOs and public institutions may work together and seek cooperation with educational institutions with regard to the development of educational programs. The Summer School for Democracy (Best practice VII) and the project “Young People against Corruption”/“Pay ZERO for what is yours!” (Best practice VIII) are examples of this kind. These projects help prepare young people for their role in society, as active citizens. They are able to develop ideas to further a corruption-free society. Later, they are able to find common grounds for cooperation in bringing these ideas into practice. These programs have additional side effect as well. Especially where public institutions and CSO participate in the program (Best practice VIII) it could lead to the development of a joined vision between these organizations. Leaders of CSOs are often public leaders. These CSOs should use their influence to support all the efforts of anticorruption agencies to raise public awareness with regard to corruption.

• **Bringing different segments of society together**

CSOs and anticorruption agencies are able to cooperate to bring different parties in local communities or in different sectors of the society together to get an understanding of the way corruption structures emerge and to find ways to work on flourishing integrity systems. Best practices VII and VIII are to some extent examples of this. The local Integrity System of the City of Amsterdam and Bureau Integrity Amsterdam (Best practice IX), and the National Office for Promoting Ethics & Integrity in the Public Sector (BIOS- Best practice XI) are promising examples from The Netherlands. BIOS even developed a management game to bring people from different sector of society together to discuss the forms of corruption that exist beyond the borders of public institutions, private organizations. CSOs play an important role in these programs.
Chapter VI. Regional Activities and Local Government Integrity
6.1. Background

Whenever social concerns such as corruption arise, public institutions focus on eradicating these in the country’s capital or other major cities. This is understandable because central government is based there, as are the major businesses and the larger civil society organizations. This concentration makes initiatives for anticorruption cooperation by these parties easier to initiate. Such cooperation can have a great impact now that a relatively large part of a country’s population lives in these cities. That being said, however corruption prevention can only be effective if a multilevel governmental approach is considered, in which particular attention is paid to those cities and municipalities which are beyond the immediate vicinity of the capital. These cities and municipalities receive less attention from national policy makers and enforcement agencies but according to the Assessment Report and the EU Anticorruption Report the corruption risk is greater at regional and local level because of the close ties between individuals, all being part of social networks in which conflicts of interests can arise but for which there is less ‘national attention’ from law makers, enforcement agencies and CSOs.

6.2. Coherent anticorruption efforts

The anticorruption cooperation which is the focus of this manual can be looked at from different levels. First of all, it is important that there is a clear National Anticorruption Strategy which is supported by various institutions and actors. (For more information: please refer to Chapter III) Special models have been developed to assess the coherence of national institutions and policies at this macro-level. Jeremy Pope was the first to develop such a model, which has been used by Transparency International ever since. In recent years, international organizations (among which the EU and the UN (UNDP)), journalists and academia regularly called for greater attention to be paid for ensuring integrity at the local (municipal) level. They considered this to be the decision-makers’ blind spot while municipalities were believed be more sensitive to corruption and conflict of interests. In some countries this led to the establishment of national agencies which could support local and regional authorities in establishing and

---


implementing anticorruption measures. One example of such an agency is the National Office for Promoting Ethics & Integrity in the Public Sector of The Netherlands (Best Practice XI). The idea of such agencies is not to prescribe or transfer their knowledge top-down to the local authorities but, together with the other local actors (e.g. the Council, Local Ombudsman and SCOs), to be a their partner in developing anticorruption and integrity measures.

### 6.3. Local integrity systems

Some cities are front runners in their attempts to improve local integrity. Empirical studies showed that the development and implementation of anticorruption and integrity measures resulting in these local integrity systems, were accelerated after a large corruption scandal or crisis occurred. Huberts, Anechiarico, Six and Van der Veer compared seven of these cities with so-called ‘local integrity systems’ (LIS) (Hong Kong, London, New York, Sydney, Hamburg, Antwerp and Amsterdam) which means these cities have developed measures, instruments and institutions in order to curb corruption and to stimulate the ethics and integrity of government. To analyze these cities, the researchers adapted Pope’s model National Integrity System. According to these experts the LIS model is composed of the following eight elements:

1. The formal regulated context in which the LIS is situated (in particular from central government).

2. The central subject of LIS (on whose integrity is the main focus)

3. The definition of integrity.

4. The position and role of the local integrity bureau.

5. The presence of compliance-based and value-based strategies.

6. The presence of internal and external power and counter power.

7. The political and public support for the LIS.

8. Effectiveness and efficiency of the LIS.

The model is not prescribing what a LIS should look like but instead that it should be considered as an instrument for analyzing the overall coherence of local actors and policies. In the seven analyzed cities the traditional actors active in the field of fighting corruption and safeguarding integrity were present (e.g. the executive, the Council, police and prosecutor, external accountant, audit office and independent media). Even though these cities are regarded to set the

---


example of well-designed local integrity systems, in the majority of them an active and organized citizen involvement is absent. In this respect, the city of Hamburg stands out. The independent private integrity agency watchdog Pro Honore “which sees itself as an external ‘fiduciary liaison body’” is part of the Citywide Public Integrity Strategy of Hamburg (Best Practice XII). This association is primarily focused at the integrity of the local business sector but it also investigates complaints regarding the conduct of public authorities. If such a report concerns a criminal conduct, the case will be transferred sometimes to the criminal prosecution authorities.

Another interesting element can be found in the LIS of New York. There, integrity monitoring is provided by private actors who closely monitor the execution of city contracts by private companies that have had integrity problems in the past. The Integrity Monitor Program permits a city agency to enter into or continue a contract with a company that might otherwise be precluded from doing business with the city due to an integrity issue. The Department of Investigations (DOI) may advise that a contract is awarded or extended if the company agrees to be monitored for the duration of the contract by the independent monitors selected by and reporting directly to DOI but it is paid for by the company. The monitor is given full access to companies’ records and personnel and makes site visits. The monitor will analyze the bills to ensure that, for instance, the city is not overcharged. Any corrective measures may be required if the integrity issues demonstrate other systemic weaknesses at the company.

6.4. Keys to Successful regional activities and local integrity

The next step should be to establish the idea of LIS in smaller cities and municipalities. Based on the analysis of LIS examples and other local integrity initiatives, some keys to successful regional activities and local integrity can be found:

- In order for local actors to be supportive to the local integrity, they themselves have to uphold clear values. The instruments and policies have to reflect these values and the local leaders (whether of public institutions, CSOs or businesses) have to express these values in their conduct.

- These values should be translated into norms and the enforcement of these.

- There should be independent supervisors who are competent to investigate reports, prosecute individuals and punish them (mandate, power and capacity).

---

66 Ibid. p. 273
67 Ibid. p. 274
68 Ibid. p. 282
• The independent and free media should have access to public information and be welcomed by all other actors.

• The (membership) CSOs should ensure for active citizen’s involvement and be granted access to public information.
ANNEXES

BEST PRACTICE 1.

The development, implementation and evaluation of the National Anticorruption Strategy (Romania)

Name of Best Practice: The development, implementation and evaluation of the Romanian National Anticorruption Strategy - NACS (2012-2015)

Type of activity it addresses: Participation in National Anticorruption Strategies

Brief description: The civil society has been involved in the development and implementation of such strategies from the beginning of 2000s, but with more or less practical contributions. Although recognized in the official documents as an essential pillar of the fight against corruption, the relationship between the Government and the NGOs in their management has been sometimes tensed, as in some cases the organizations stepped back, unsatisfied by the superficiality of the process. In the first NACS, the participants declared that the collaboration was shorter and superficial, in the second one it became more active, but still with limitations due to the fragility of the system.

The current Strategy (2012-2015) – oriented on prevention of corruption - took into consideration the past experiences and defines civil society as a more active stakeholder. It is known that Romania has tens of thousands citizen associations that call themselves “NGOs” (obviously only a few of them become active, if the subject involves corruption.) More than 30 NGOs have sent contributions to the Ministry of Justice in the development phase of the Strategy and some of them participated in the thematic cooperation platforms in 2011 and 2012. Several public debates have been organized in this early phase, among which some in cooperation with CSOs. CSOs take part in the implementation and evaluation of the process, through the collaboration platforms. Also, they can actively take part in the monitoring of the institutions that are partners within the strategy.

70 Government decision 1065/2001
74 See for example the debate organized by the Clean Justice Initiative: http://www.infolegal.ro/concluzii-ale-dezbaterii-publice-privind-noua-strategie-anticorup-tie/2011/10/07/
Effectiveness: The National Anticorruption Strategy is the most important public policy of a general nature that applies in Romania related to anticorruption and therefore a participative perspective over its development, implementation and evaluation is essential. The document includes the CSOs as relevant actors among those who contribute to the Strategy, as resources of expertise (e.g. public policy, events, research or training), actors that can monitor the activity of public institutions or partners that can produce input.

The Strategy includes transparency as a fundamental value, as the “representatives of the public institutions and authorities will assure the free access to public information, the decision-making process and the consultation of the civil society in this process”. Moreover, the Strategy encourages the public-private partnerships, therefore recognizing the role of the civil society “in concrete activities for implementing preventive measures against corruption”.

In order to support the development, implementation and monitoring process, a number of five cooperation platforms have been created, to get a mechanism of information exchange, input and feedback. Among the five platforms three are dedicated to public administration, one is for the business environment and one for the civil society. The platforms are convoked by the Secretariat – Ministry of Justice – at least once every two months and include discussions such as the thematic evaluation process, the implementations reports, evolution in the implementation of the Strategy or information sessions. Civil society representatives can also participate in the meetings of the other platforms.

The NGOs also contribute in practice, as they are part of the thematic evaluations that are organized within the institutions that adhere to the Strategy. Mixed teams (public institutions, business and CSOs) evaluate the implementation of the sectorial plans by organizing interviews and writing reports.

NGOs also pin-point projects that can contribute to the implementation of the Strategy and they organize events under its umbrella. Moreover, the evaluations of the Secretariat recognize the role of CSOs-projects, publications, public policy initiatives in relation to the implementation of the Strategy. Therefore, events related to public integrity, integrity in the business sector or instruments for fighting corruption, as well as educational initiatives are specified as components of the common work. Also, publications on public procurement, conflicts of interests and incompatibilities or the policy making process contributed to the implementation.

Do’s and Don’ts:

- Consult the stakeholders regularly and keep in touch continuously with them.

---

75 You can read more about the reports here: http://sna.just.ro/MonitorizareSNA/Rapoarteevaluare.aspx

• Be transparent and allow interested factors to get involved in the process; keep an updated website, with the latest information, accessible to a high number of parties.

• Involve a wide range of stakeholders in the development, implementation and evaluation of the Strategy.

• Perform intermediary evaluations and adapt to the actual needs of the involved stakeholders; communicate with the internal and external contributors; learn from the past lessons and use them in the development of future strategies.

• Plan a budget for the actions, so that the implementation of connected events can be fulfilled, countrywide.

Further information:


The technical secretariat of NAS is provided by the Ministry of Justice

Tel: 0040 (0)372041060

Fax: 0040 (0)372041061

Email: sna@just.ro
BEST PRACTICE II. Platform for Corruption Prevention (the Netherlands)

Name of Best Practice: Platform for Corruption Prevention Netherlands

Type of activity it addresses: Coalition building and participation in the drafting and monitoring of the National Anticorruption Strategy

Brief description: The Dutch government prioritized the fight against corruption and the promotion of integrity in 2005 with its White Paper on Corruption. Based on the corresponding Action Plan a unique Multidisciplinary Platform for Corruption Prevention was established. The White Paper expressed distinctly that a Platform like this one is most effective when a wide variety of parties is invited. Amongst others, the following parties did receive an invitation: representatives from the public sector: the ministries of the Interior, Economic Affairs, and Finance, the Prosecutor-General, the National Police, the financial and economic prosecution offices, the Association of Dutch Municipalities, and the Office of the Association of the Provinces. From the business and civil society sector representatives: private Integrity & Investigation Services, the Corporate Risk & Security Management of multinationals, academia, NGOs, the Association of the Chambers of Commerce and the Association of business enterprises, Transparency International Netherlands, journalists and academia. In a letter, (5 October 2004, 5309527/504) the Minister of Justice stated that it was important to take on a multidisciplinary approach to fight corruption ‘therefore together with various governmental departments, representatives of the private sector and of civil society’ will be invited. The Minister stated that the platform would:

• prove to be useful for cross-fertilization inside the Platform between the participants from the public and the private sectors helping the multidisciplinary approach in fighting corruption, and

• make available participants for the development of national and international anticorruption policies from various approaches.

The Platform met on average four times a year (in 2005 & 2006). The participants considered the meetings valuable allowing relevant actors to exchange views on the anticorruption developments in the Netherlands and by inviting their complementary expertise and experiences allowing valuable contributions to policy design and implementation, identification of corruption risks, organization of events, research and training.

Effectiveness: In spite of the importance attached in this white paper to the Platform (it was presented as one of the five pillars supporting the national anticorruption approach) and regardless of the positive observations with regard to the quality of the work delivered by the Platform, effectively from 5 September
2007 (last meeting), the Platform was not called anymore for meetings by its Chair. This cannot be explained easily as according to the minutes of that meeting, the Chair recapitulated as conclusion that the close to full presence of participants each time was an indication that the Platform had proven its value at least for those involved.

Since 2011, the ministry of Security and Justice altered the Platform’s modus operandi limiting the number of organizations invited to the meetings based on the topic of the agenda. While the ministry considers this change to be beneficial to the net outcome of the Platform, some members (independent academia) consider the Platform to be weakened now that private businesses, academia and NGOs are no longer automatically invited.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- Make sure all stakeholders in anti-corruption participate (e.g. ministries, law enforcement, judiciary, business sector, NGOs, journalists and academia).

- Make sure it’s setting is informal and open instead of formal with a strict agenda.

**Further information:**

Website Ministry of Security and Justice: http://www.government.nl/ministries/venj

Ministry of Security and Justice

Tel: 0031 (0)77 465 67 67

Fax: (070) 370 79 00
BEST PRACTICE III. Centre for Information Service, Co-operation and Development of NGOs (Slovenia)

Name of Best Practice: Centre for Information Service, Co-operation and Development of NGOs (CNVOS-Slovenia)

Type of activity it addresses: Coalition building and capacity building

Brief description: A well-known strategy for building a strong action platform against corruption is to create coalitions of people or organizations with the same overall goal. These initiatives could be made up of private sector trade-unions to strengthen the power of individual powerless people in the labor-force, orders of monks in the church to mutually support each other in the service of God, women’s leagues. In addition you have commercial associations of entrepreneurs and/or companies to defend their rights, businesses, privileges and profits.

After 1989, the Government of Slovenia realized that as the country had become free from communism the citizens would need to be re-educated in order to adjust to life in a democracy in which citizens are responsible for catering for themselves. International guidelines indicated that this re-education process could best be carried out by associations of citizens, financing to support this development was readily available. As a result by the year 2000 there were some 16,000 NGOs in existence. Of these 16,000 NGOs, 36 responded to a government call to get involved in the changes that would affect the 16,000 NGOs as a result of Slovenia’s accession to the European Union. Most of these ‘kitchen-table NGOs’ were nothing more than one person (often a house-wife) in search of an answer to a local need and in search of sources of funding (mostly foreign). In terms of being able to effectively change the status quo these ‘kitchen-table NGOs’ did not prove useful.

Between 2000-2002, following the initiative of the Department of European Affairs within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, a program was started to convince these 36 NGOs to enter into a kind of coalition to work together for the benefit of the Slovenian people. Of these 36 NGOs, only 16 agreed. It was obviously a difficult process to get to know and trust each other and to come together on common issues when possible; while respectfully standing alone on others.

The most important thing for these NGOs was to remain ‘independent’, while the essential matter for the Government was that the NGOs willing to collaborate became more ‘representative’ of the needs or area of the population they claimed to represent. In a sense this would enable the Government to put some of the governmental tasks directly in the hands of the most appropriate NGO. This was particularly the case with charities including those involved in healthcare, education and the environment. With this work came the finances to implement these tasks (at least in principle). In addition, independence was ensured by making the NGO
center to cater to the practical needs of all participating NGOs. For example the center provided a combined bookkeeping system which was useful to the NGOs as it allowed them to have a bookkeeping system that was required by the foreign embassies and other donors in exchange for their financial support. In addition the center provided common training of basic skills for identifying problems and finding solutions, for how mobilizing volunteers, etc.

**Effectiveness:** A key component to ensuring that such a coalition/center is effective is to ensure that the coalition remains independent from the government and other outside influences. In order to ensure this independence the government was not represented on the Board. However, full financial independence was not guaranteed although the Government agreed and supported the budget by paying for all office-costs (but of course the budget had to be restricted to the needs) and all staff (staff to be appointed by the Board). Independence was also guaranteed by putting a board in charge of managing the center with board members chosen by the participating NGOs. According electronic sources the center is still functioning and has even grown in size with more than 200 member organizations.

CNVOS’s main objectives:

- Encourage networking within the NGO sector and support established networks;
- Ensure communication between the Government and NGOs at the national, regional and local level;
- Foster cooperation among NGOs at the local, national and international level;
- Collect and spread relevant information for NGOs;
- Increase public awareness about the significance of NGOs and civil society in Slovenia;
- Ensure effective lobbying and improve the legal, financial and societal position of NGOs in Slovenia.

The CNVOS aims at achieving these objectives by:

- Encouraging and supporting the development of NGOs in Slovenia;
- Advancing cooperation and networking among NGOs;
- Encouraging cooperation between NGOs and governmental bodies, local authorities, etc.;
- Promote voluntary work and solidarity;
- Analyzing and addressing the needs of target groups;
- Sharing information, knowledge and experiences;
- Ensuring effective lobbying.
The center is currently a member of a number of international networks, including:

- ECAS - European Citizen Action Service;
- CEDAG - European Council for Non-profit Organizations;
- Social Platform - Platform of European Social NGOs;
- Central and Eastern Citizen Network;
- Balkan Civil Society Development Network.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- Ensure that the conditions and requirements of collaboration, for all those involved in the coalition-building (i.e. the NGOs as well as the financing institution in the Government), are transparent, accountable, efficiently implemented and effective in their results. Do, for all those involved in the coalition-building i.e. the NGOs as well as the financing institution in the Government machinery, it is helpful if the conditions and requirements of the collaboration are transparent, accountable, efficiently implemented and effective in their results. This helps promote sustainability of the organization and long term planning of the tasks which are to be implemented.

- Clearly state that that coalition-building among NGOs also strengthens the individual position of each NGO involved in the Coalition vis-à-vis the Government, in case the funding agency is the Government, which was from the beginning the European Office in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

- Ensure equal treatment, condemning special attention (e.g. additional individual financing by the same or any other governmental source of funding) or specific rules for selected coalition members (e.g. women, minority, church, veterans, etc.).

- Avoid concentrating on costs and profits. Discussion should be about the quality of conception of a service, its implementation, the transparency of costs and profits, and the accountability.

---

**Further information:**

Website CNVOS:
http://www.cnvos.si/article?path=/english

CNVOS
Tel: 0038 (0)61542 14 22
Fax: 0038 (0)61542 14 24
E-mail: info@cnvos.si
BEST PRACTICE IV. Coalition 2000 (Bulgaria)

Name of Best Practice: Coalition 2000

Type of activity it addresses: Anti-Corruption Coalition Building

Brief Description: Coalition 2000 is a Bulgarian public-private partnership against corruption. Launched in 1997, the Coalition has been one of the primary agents of change towards improved transparency and integrity in government. Coalition 2000 was established at the initiative of a number of Bulgarian non-governmental organisations to create a cooperative platform of public and private institutions for the development and public endorsement of an Anti-Corruption Action Plan for Bulgaria, and the implementation of a Corruption Monitoring System (CMS) and a public awareness campaign.

The Coalition’s ultimate mission was to enhance the awareness, adoption and practical implementation of democratic values such as transparency, trust and integrity. Among the key components of Coalition 2000 was the development of an Anti-Corruption Action Plan for Bulgaria. Its goal was to reform the design and implementation of anti-corruption policies in Bulgaria. It laid out a detailed explanation of the Coalition’s approach to reform, focusing on creating a favorable institutional and legal environment, increasing transparency, enhancing civic control, and changing public perceptions. From the beginning, the Anti-Corruption Action Plan was planned and executed in close cooperation with multiple stakeholders (government ministers, ambassadors, heads of NGOs, and members of inter-governmental organizations), which were actively involved throughout the entire spectrum of its preparation – from the initial draft versions, to the official public endorsement. Six expert working groups involving different types of stakeholders covered such issues such as reform of the judiciary, public administration, legal reform, curbing corruption in the economy, the role of the media, and international aspects of fighting corruption.

Coalition 2000 Monitoring Process

Since 1997, Coalition 2000 has been setting the standard in implementing a Corruption Monitoring System, a corruption-diagnostic instrument. The CMS evaluates the spread of corruption in society and public institutions, measures the public trust in government policies in this area, and through its media outreach increases public intolerance of corruption. Relying on both qualitative and quantitative data, the system is based on regular victimization surveys among the population and the business community, which benchmarks corruption dynamics. The CMS has several important advantages, including (i) coherence with the United Nations victimization approach to measuring administrative corruption levels (and included in the United Nations Anti-Corruption Toolkit); (ii) reliance on diverse sources of information and combining quantitative and qualitative
methods for monitoring and assessment; (iii) use of nationally and internationally established methods and indicators for assessment of the actual spread of corruption and its public perception; and (iv) dynamic comparability of the monitoring findings regarding the scope, areas, and forms of corruption.

The data from the CMS implementation, further complemented by rigorous research and cooperation through the Coalition’s process of stakeholder consultations, served as foundation for the annual publication of a Corruption Assessment Report (CAR). The CAR proved to be extremely useful instrument in that it provided an overview of the Bulgarian legislative and institutional reforms and evaluated the anti-corruption potential of government policies as well as providing overviews of the contributions of civil society and the role of the media.

The CAR was presented annually during a high-level Policy Forum. The Policy Forum was the Coalition’s main public-private platform. The event was a high-profile public event, focusing on the increased cooperation between civil society structures and government institutions in the fight against corruption. The Forum was attended by representatives all institutions involved in countering corruption - politicians, non-governmental organizations, media, the business, diplomats and international partners.

**Effectiveness:** The fundamental achievement of Coalition 2000 has been bringing the anti-corruption topic at the forefront of the Bulgarian political scene. The policy agenda set by the Anti-Corruption Action Plan allowed the coalition to comprehensively address policy areas most vulnerable to corruption. It outlined steps to reform public administration, the judicial system, the privatization process, and regulation of private enterprise. The qualitative and quantitative instruments of the CMS, on the other hand, confirmed that political elites, the business sector and the general public recognize corruption as a major threat to the effective functioning of the free market systems and the democratic process in general.

A key part of Coalition 2000’s process was the provision of expertise and networking support for the development of government policies that target various corruption loci. The Coalition provided expert advice through participation in working groups of NGOs and donors’ organizations, and facilitated the input of Bulgarian and foreign stakeholders in the development of key pieces of legislation with an anti-corruption impact. This included the process of improving the legal framework for political parties in Bulgaria.

The Coalition assisted in the development of the Draft Law on Asset Forfeiture for Bulgaria and led the debate in Bulgaria on identifying and developing responses to the linkage between corruption and terrorism. Coalition 2000 provided a public platform for the discussion of the Draft Law on Measures against Financing of Terrorism and was among the first to identify trafficking as a major factor contributing to corruption in Bulgaria. The Coalition initiated and assisted the establishment of the institution of the ombudsman by developing the legal framework, advocating for its adoption by the parliament, raising the public awareness on the role of the institution and consulting the setting up of the office of the first ombudsman.

---

Coalition 2000 contributed significantly to the present status of anti-corruption as an issue of strategic importance for Bulgaria. The government’s first National Anti-Corruption Strategy was largely based on the Coalition’s 1998 Anti-Corruption Action Plan. After the formal completion of Coalition 2000, the Center for the Study of Democracy, which served as secretariat of the initiative, continued its core mission and was the primary institutional participant in the drafting of national strategic policy documents on anti-corruption. This also led to the development of a set of indicators for monitoring the progress and impact of anti-corruption policies, based on the Corruption Monitoring System.

The experience of Coalition 2000 and its contribution to a dynamic civil society, capable of participating in public debate and influencing policy and decision-making process in the area of anti-corruption and good governance, has been successfully transferred to the region of Southeast Europe, serving as the foundation of the Southeast European Legal Development Initiative (created in 1999) and its continuation with the establishment of the Southeast Europe Leadership for Development and Integrity (SELDI) network in 2012.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- Make sure to engage a broad spectrum of public and private stakeholders, including relevant institutional and political actors, non-governmental organizations with diverse expertise, the business sector and the media, as well as international partners. It is essential to ensure the participation of political figures from multiple political parties and formations in light of providing the Coalition with sustainable support for long-term mandate.

- Make sure to avoid generalizing the coalition’s advocacy efforts. This can be achieved by selecting a limited number of specific issues for intervention, which would increase the initiative’s efficiency and effectiveness.

- Make sure the provided recommendations are based on rigorous research and analysis, and are supported by evidence.

- Make sure to establish a constructive dialogue, both internal and external, avoiding confrontations.

- Make sure that transparency is guaranteed in each step of the coalition building and the advocacy processes.

**Further information:**

Centre for the Study of Democracy
Websites : www.csd.bg
Tel: +359 2 971 3000
Email: csd@online.bg
BEST PRACTICE V. Anticorruption measures at the Naturalization Board in the process of acquisition of citizenship (Latvia)

Name of Best Practice: Anticorruption measures at the Naturalization Board of Latvia in the process of acquisition of citizenship

Type of activity it addresses: Capacity building

Brief description: The implementing organization was required to analyze the components of high corruption risk within the process of citizenship acquisition as well as the possibilities for employees to abuse their authority for selfish motives. The project came into effect as an initiative of the Naturalization Board who at that time was at the front of media attention after several corruption occurrences were uncovered. In addition to this, naturalization is a politically sensitive topic in Latvia and as a result the agencies management was determined to minimize the corruption risks and restore trust in the institution. Funding for this initiative was provided by the Embassy of the United Kingdom in Riga, which had already cooperated with the Naturalization Board within the framework of another project.

The main task was to identify the specific corruption risks, the harmful effects it might have on the process of citizenship acquisition as well as evaluate the probability with which corruption might be occurring. This meant that Providius had to develop plausible solutions and propose short and long term recommendations. The project also included components of sensitizing and training the NB staff on the issues relating to corruption risks including how to minimize such risks.

In order to develop recommendations to eliminate the risks of corruption experts from Providus got acquainted with the legal documents regulating the work of the Naturalization Board, its anticorruption action plan, security activities pertaining to the examination documents, complaints from clients and other documents that were relevant to the assessment of the risks of corruption. The experts also observed all stages of the acquisition of citizenship process by visiting several regional branches and sub-branches of the naturalization Board. In order to get more precise information several officials of the Board were interviewed and a

---

78 In October, 2005 a public official of one of the regional sub-branches of the Naturalization Board was detained for accepting bribes. A few days later Director of the regional branch in Valmiera was detained for accepting bribes, while Director of Riga Municipal Police Headquarters was detained for intermediation in bribery. The reason for giving a bribe was to ensure successful naturalization and receiving thereafter citizenship of Latvia. See Corruption Prevention And Combating Bureau (2006), Report Progress and Results in Preventing and Combating Corruption in Latvia, available at http://www.knab.gov.lv/uploads/eng/periodic (Accessed 24/04/14)
survey was made among the employees of the NB (69 or more than a half of all employees responded).

On the basis of the acquired information the Providus made an analysis to evaluate the elements of the process of acquisition of the citizenship that had higher risks of corruption as well as to evaluate the possibilities for employees of the Naturalization Board to act maliciously or for their own benefit. The possible solutions were identified and discussed with the management of the agency and elaborated in a final report. The results were presented at a joint press conference between the NB and the NGO.

**Effectiveness:** The agency requested the support of the NGO because at that time there was no specific institutional level anticorruption expertise in the country. Moreover, they considered that bringing in external expertise would provide more legitimacy in the eyes of the public. Given the political sensitivity of citizenship issues in Latvia, it was important for the management of the institution to make sure that an external organization can attest that effective mechanisms to prevent corruption have been put in place.

The project was able to be effective since it was focused on assessing the specific corruption risks within the Naturalization Board which allowed the Latvian think tank experts to analyze the particular factors that enable the abuse of authority by the institutions employees. It is a good example of a capacity building project because the trainings of NB officials was developed on the basis of the findings of the research on concrete corruption risks linked to the process of acquisition of citizenship.

The success of the project lied in the sincere cooperation on behalf of the leadership of the Naturalization board. The management of the institution was determined to limit the corruption cases and sent a clear message to all of the institution employees that they should assist the work of the Providus. The experts from Providus were thus able to get all the information needed for the analysis and able to develop a quality training program. The experts that implemented the project consider this genuine determination to collaborate the necessary prerequisite for realization of similar projects in other institutions.

The experts also consider the training seminars the most useful activity of the project, because they provided an opportunity to sensitize the employees to the specific corruption risks within the agency. There were separate seminars for lower level officials and also for the middle level managers, since the latter had a special role in supervision and control. Thus the tailor-made seminars also addressed the need for improving the internal control mechanisms to counter corruption.

The in-depth feedback received from NB officials showed that they consider the project useful. The NB developed a special action plan for the implementation of the recommendations drafted by the external experts. This was also done in close cooperation as the recommendations were extensively discussed with the management of the institution. Practical matters such as costs and time needed for the implementation of each recommendation were taken into account in the evaluation of its possible effects.
The project focused on prevention and its disseminating activities reached a lot of stakeholders and managed to address the concerns of some Latvian politicians about the transparency of the citizenship acquisition procedures in the country.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- Make sure that you have the full support of senior stakeholders in the institution in which you are carrying out capacity building activities and have access to all the information you might require to properly carry out your capacity building initiative before you begin the initiative.

- Make sure to customize trainings/capacity building activities for different type/levels of stakeholders.

**Further information:**

Website: http://www.knab.gov.lv/en/knab/

KNAB

Tel. +371 67 35 61 61

Fax +371 67 33 11 50

E-mail: knab@knab.gov.lv
BEST PRACTICE VI. “Romania’s Clean Coalitions” (Romania)

Name of the Best Practice: (a) The Coalition for a Clean Parliament, (b) Coalition for Clean Universities, (c) Clean Justice Initiative

Type of activity it addresses: Watchdog and monitoring Activities (Romania)

Brief description of VI (a) The Coalition for a Clean Parliament: The initiative was formed as a result of civil society’s frustration with the government’s lack of effectiveness in fighting large-scale corruption. The overall aim of the initiative was to remove as many ‘unfit’ candidates from the ballot as possible by monitoring and identifying integrity vulnerabilities to the candidate profiles. In order to achieve this, the Coalition first had to determine the criteria that would make a candidate unfit for a clean Parliament. These criteria included:

- Having repeatedly shifted from one political party to another in search of personal benefit.
- Having been accused of corruption on the basis of published and verifiable evidence.
- Having been exposed as an agent of Ceausescu’s former secret service.
- Being unable to account for the discrepancy between a candidate’s officially stated assets and income.
- Having profited from a conflict of interest involving their position within government.

One of the key aspects that set this initiative apart from other watchdog and monitoring activities that have been initiated by CSOs is the fact that the Coalition was able to successfully approach the leadership of political parties that were represented in Parliament and get them to both agree to the criteria listed above and publicly support them. Once the Coalition’s plans had been accepted by the political parties, it began gathering information about the candidates in these parties. As the information had been verified, the Coalition drew up a list of candidates who were considered to be unfit based on inability to meet the criteria listed above. This list was then sent to the political parties with the request that they re-examine each case and decide whether to withdraw the candidate in question.

79 These parties included: the Social Democratic Party/Humanist Party of Romania coalition (PSD/PUR), the Justice and Truth Alliance (DA), and the Hungarian Democratic Union of Romania (UDMR)
The “black-listed” candidates were given the opportunity to appeal the findings of the Coalition. The final list of “black-listed” candidates was distributed to the general public in the form of nearly two million flyers which were distributed in most of the 41 counties in Romania.

**Effectiveness:** The results indicate that the Coalition was able to successfully remove just under 50 percent of the unfit candidates by either forcing them to withdraw as candidates or having them not be re-elected by the voters. The initiative also demonstrated the effective use of grass-roots mobilization by getting more than two thousand people including students and union members to act as volunteers in this campaign.

**Brief description of VI (b) Coalition for Clean Universities (CCU):** Transparency within the education sector is important for a number of reasons including the fact that it consumes large portions of the state’s overall budget, employs a large proportion of highly skilled workers and affects a large portion of the population. Moreover the act of bribing in order to obtain a degree significantly reduces the quality of education and can have a significant impact on the labor market as it distorts the process of being able to select qualified individuals.

The Coalition for Clean Universities was a watchdog and benchmarking project which was meant to give a comprehensive overview of the academic integrity of higher education institutions in Romania. In addition to receiving support from its coalition members the Coalition received support from other key stakeholders including the Ministry of Education and National Agency for Quality Evaluation in Higher Education. The initiative relied on the naming and shaming strategy which included publicly ranking higher education institutions within the country in terms of their integrity standards.

As part of the initiative the coalition looked at a number of types of corrupt practices which take place in higher education institutions including: (a) those affecting administrative procedures and transparency (i.e. proper publication of documents, access to public records etc.); (b) effecting academic fairness (i.e. plagiarism, cheating, conflict of interest, favoritism, intellectual property theft etc.); (c) impacting the staff’s academic career (i.e. bribery, discrimination, harassment etc.); (d) concerning the mismanagement of funds (i.e. embezzlement, student loan fraud etc.).

In order to collect this data the coalition selected 20 evaluation teams consisting of a student and a teacher. To avoid conflicts of interest the evaluation teams were not allowed to evaluate universities from their own cities. The evaluation teams would then visit each university and to participate in meetings with the institutions leadership, staff, students and other relevant stakeholders. In addition to conducting interviews with stakeholders the evaluation team relied on evaluation tools including: public information requests, analysis of secondary data, media reports and whistle-blower statements. The evaluation team would then

---

80 The Coalition for Clean Universities was composed of the following organisations: Centre for Independent Journalism (CJI), Pro Democracy Association (APD), Euroregional Centre for Democracy (CED), National Association of Students Organizations from Romania (ANOSR), The Group for Reform in Universities (GRU), Group for Social Dialogue (GDS), Romanian Academic Society (SAR), University Solidarity Association (SU), EduCer Association (EduCer), Ad-Astra Association (Ad Astra), Romanian Society of Political Science (SRSP), FAR Association (FAR), New Europe College Foundation (NEC)
produce a report which was reviewed by an external reviewer, with the final ranking being reviewed by both external reviewers as well as the Coalition. In total 42 out of 56 state universities were evaluated over the course of a three month period. The universities were then ranked on a scale of 0-5 stars (see Table 6 below).

**Effectiveness:** The CCU had an overall positive impact on increasing transparency within higher education. Firstly it was able to bring transparency issues within higher education to the front of the public’s agenda. Secondly it put pressure on higher education institutions to address their transparency issues by becoming more open in terms of publishing information about their internal procedures on their websites. Thirdly it led to the drafting of a higher education law which was meant to increase accountability within higher education.

**Brief description of VI (c) Clean Justice Initiative:** The Initiative for a Clean Justice (ICJ) is a 2007 program developed with the financial support of the MATRA KAP Fund of the Netherlands Embassy in Bucharest, under the aegis of the Coalition for a Clean Parliament. From 2008 to 2013, the project was carried on with the financial support given by the Trust for Civil Society in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE Trust) and the Embassy in Romania of the United States of America. In this time, ICJ managed to put pressure on the Romanian government to strengthen justice reforms and to continue the fight against corruption.

The Initiative is a coalition of seven NGOs: Freedom House Romania, Alianta Civica, Asociatia Societatea pentru Justitie – Soljust, Societatea Academica din Romania – SAR, Academia de Advocacy, Societatea Timisoara, Grupul pentru Dialog Social – GDS. The main aims of the Initiative for a Clean Justice were to: (a) assess the judicial activity and the judicial efficiency regarding organized crime and corruption; (b) to assess the progress of anticorruption and judicial

---

**Table 6. University ranking scale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>★★★★★</td>
<td>The university is academically fair (no universities received a score of 5 stars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>The university is mostly transparent and fair regarding their administration; it is academically fair and has rules and regulations to combat plagiarism etc. (3 universities awarded 4 stars).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>The university is semi-transparent and fair regarding their administration. The management of the university is capable of overseeing the institution however there is still room for improvement (18 universities were awarded 3 stars).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>★★</td>
<td>Requires considerable improvement regarding its transparency and administrative fairness. Management can considerably improve the way it oversees the university by increasing its institutional transparency (10 universities were awarded 2 stars).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>★</td>
<td>The university requires a lot of work to improve its institutional fairness and transparency (5 universities awarded 1 star)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Stars</td>
<td>This category contains universities lacked the basic level of transparency needed for evaluations to be able to take place (6 universities were awarded 0 stars).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reform policies; (c) support magistrates in view of their free associating and creating a proactive attitude among them; (d) to improve the journalists’ specialization on judicial issues (e) to permanently inform the general public, the responsible institutions and the mass media with respect to judicial efficiency, state of the judiciary and fight against corruption.

Furthermore, besides the aforementioned targets, ICJ’s activities focused on:

- monitoring and assessing the track record in cases of organized crime, corruption and corruption related offences;
- monitoring and assessing the legislative process regarding structures dealing with corruption and organized crime within the Government and the Parliament;
- monitoring and assessing the judicial reform policies within the Superior Council of Magistracy;
- organizing capacity building training for magistrates’ associations;
- organizing round tables/meetings for the magistrates’ associations in order to capacitate their actions;
- organizing training for journalists on criminal jurisprudence, anticorruption policies and judicial reform;
- organizing debates between journalists, associations of magistrates and top leading magistrates.

During numerous seminars, trainings and debates, critical problems have been approached. The seminars tackled important challenges faced by the judicial system such as corruption in the magistracy, pressures within the Romanian judiciary, white collar crime, the serious intimidation and even threat of dismantle of the main anticorruption institution – the National Anticorruption Directorate – DNA and of the National Integrity Agency (ANI).

ICJ had a high important role in reinstalling the National Integrity Agency (ANI) functionality given the NGO’s and the media’s pressure. It also succeeded in convincing the magistrates to take public positions on the corruption phenomenon within the justice system, which stimulated a proactive attitude among the magistrates; an improvement in the relationship between the magistrates’ associations and the NGOs was seen, as well as a closer collaboration with the German Foundations Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS), which supported the coalition’s fight against corruption. Through its important activities, ICJ became a powerful voice of the civil society and a pillar in the fight against corruption with important international mentions in the foreign media.

The seminars gathered judges, chief-prosecutors, prosecutors, NGO representatives and journalists with a relevant background in the field of justice. They approached real problems, not previously identified as negative aspects, which have to be tackled by the system. These seminars opened the way for envisaging proper solutions for the improvement of the judicial activity and efficiency.
The coalition gained trust in the public arena and it was highly recognized at international level - the Economist wrote about the special role of the ICJ (http://www.economist.com/node/11670671).

The seminars, trainings and debates divided in various topics (for instance the high level of corruption, individualization of the sentences, and the probation in the criminal system) covered a vast area of interest. Hence, from the training on “Media and Justice. Fostering dialogue” in 2008, to the seminar “Justice and Civil Society” from 2010, the ICJ’s activities fostered a good cooperation between the media, the civil society and the magistracy. Even more, ICJ organized in partnership with UNJR (The National Union of the Romanian Judges), AMR (Magistrate’s associations), KAS and FES several debates and conceived a platform in order to create a proper framework for the transparency of the Superior Council of Magistracy (CSM) elections (http://www.alegericsm.ro/).

The web portal www.romaniacurata.ro (also called “An Anticorruption portal”) was transformed from a web link between magistrates and associations into a complex, informative website containing not only specific details on the big corruption dossiers, but also judicial and justice linked news.

Moreover, ICJ’s emphasis for a clean judicial system was very well highlighted through various statements that had the purpose of promoting integrity among magistrates and transparency in different aspects of the judicial system. ICJ together with the Institute for Public Policy and the Center for Independent Journalism announced their disagreement with the election for the Presidency of the CSM in 2010 of a former collaborator of Securitate. In addition, the ICJ’s support for magistrates was also visible through the petition “Dignity and Integrity” in which CSM wanted a proper reaction vis-à-vis unethical implications in cases where a politician was involved. ICJ expressed its support for the petition “With clean robes” signed by more than 400 judges and prosecutors and supported by more than 2000 citizens.

ICJ released several reports that aimed to draw attention upon serious setbacks of the Romanian justice system’s status and created a successful advocacy for continuing the high level anticorruption work of the DNA. It issued numerous early warning reports and also one large biannual report “Status report on justice and the fight against corruption”.

Since 2011, Freedom House Romania and Expert Forum - a think tank created by well-known experts in public policies and good governance - continued the work under the aegis of ICJ by organizing numerous seminars between 2011-2013. The seminars focused on a large spectrum of subjects, targeting topics such as: the implementation of the new codes, extended confiscation, public acquisitions, competition, high level corruption, media and justice, vulnerabilities in the utilization of the European funds in Romania. The augmented partnership between Freedom House Romania and Expert Forum was based on prior cooperation between experts from both organizations, such as Laura Ștefan, a reputed expert in anticorruption.

The success of IJC was contingent on a series of factors. The first, and arguably the most important, was that the Initiative was a direct development of the Coalition for a Clean Parliament. In this sense, the establishment of a shared set of values, the organizational reach of the coalition, and the structure
of collaboration already existed, comprising the ideal pillars for developing a new joint initiative. In the same time, the reputation of the initial coalition contributed in the process of attracting donors, securing in this sense essential financial resources.

A second relevant factor was the alignment between the financing opportunities orientated towards the region, the priorities of the public agenda, and the objectives of the NGO members. The immediate needs generated by the reform of the justice system, the experience of the organizations involved, and the dedicated financing opportunities made the idea of IJC achievable and greatly contributed to its success.

Finally, the activities developed through the initiative, mostly debates and training seminars, benefited from the involvement of qualified and reputed experts, journalists and magistrates. The quality of the participants was an essential determinant for acknowledging the real problems and challenges of the Romanian Justice, in order to identify solutions as well as a more professionalized media which cover justice issues. The success of each event attracted positive results in the following, creating a snow-ball effect that allowed the 2007 program to be continued until this day.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- Enlarge the coalition with other relevant NGOs, journalists and magistrates’ associations.
- Build partnerships with relevant public institutions.
- Contribute to capacity building of public institutions and improving their relationship with stakeholders, NGOs, media etc.
- Do not compromise the basic principles and pillars on which ICJ was built.

**Further information:**

Website : [http://expertforum.ro/](http://expertforum.ro/)

**Expert Forum**

Laura ŢEŞAN

E-mail: laura.stefan@expertforum.ro

Website : [www.freedomhouse.ro](http://www.freedomhouse.ro)

**Freedom House Romania**

Cristina GUSETH

E-mail: guset@freedomhouse.ro
BEST PRACTICE VII. Summer School for Democracy (Romania)

Name of Best Practice: Summer School for Democracy

Type of activity it addresses: Raising public awareness on corruption (including awareness and education)

Brief description: The program was started in 2012 and tackles the lack of activism and lack of knowledge on human rights and rule of law of the youth, in Romania and Republic of Moldova. Taking into consideration the worrying results of recent polls that underline the orientation towards authoritarian behaviors and the lack of interests towards involvement in public affairs, the activities within the program aim to teach the participants in a non-formal and participants manner essential information on active citizenship. If we look at the recent evolutions in the region – mostly Ukraine, but also the experiences in Romania, Bulgaria or Moldova – the need to grow activism is visible and a multicultural cooperation may be key to successful answers when we speak about getting involved in the public affairs.

The Summer School is organized annually in order to educate students (aged between 18 – 30 years) and high school teachers on topics such as the fundamental principles of democracy, public participation, transparency in decision-making and access to public information. The program has been initiated by Pro Democracy Association, and is currently organized by Expert Forum and British Council. During its implementation, the project had the support of donors such as KAS, FES, etc. and included partnerships with public institutions.

Expert Forum (EFOR) follows two main objectives:

1. Developing activism capacities through seminars for a group of multicultural citizens, capable of understanding the principles of rule of law and preparing them to get involve in the public decision-making process

2. Increasing the capacity of the target group to get involved into practical activities and disseminating the acquired information, techniques and instruments to their communities. EFOR and the partners support the participants to plan projects and helps them to put them into practice, so that the values acquired by them can be disseminated to other beneficiaries.

The first edition was dedicated to human rights multiculturalism and gathered a number of 30 students from high schools in seven Romanian cities including Bucharest, Focsani or Cluj Napoca. Taking into consideration that 2012 was an electoral year, the practical projects were dedicated to electoral education. Therefore, several vote simulations, including mock-campaigns were organized in
Bucharest (Gheorghe Sincai, Mihai Viteazu high-schools) and in the country. More than 750 students participated in the simulations.

The second edition was dedicated to human rights, rule of law and fighting bad governance (monitoring clientelism, fighting against corruption etc). A successful project has been implemented in 2013 by a participant that organized a call for volunteers in order to train them and update the website of a city hall. She distributed the posters in a few local buses and with the selected volunteers organized a training on freedom of access to information and public transparency. Together with them she updated the website of the municipality and added valuable information such as information about the mayor and local council, procedures or documents needed for certain activities.

For the 2014 edition, Expert Forum provided practical instruments to the Romanian and Moldovan future leaders that allow them to understand deviations from democracy and rule of law (clientelism, populism, extremism, fragile justice etc) in the regional context and monitor and fight such derailments. Professional coming from various policy sectors prepared the participants in order to understand how good governance works, what is the role of justice, how to combat populism, clientelism and extremism, how to develop an investigation and how to monitor and react against the abuse of the government. This edition premiered innovative non-formal methods such as labyrinth theatre. The Schools was supported by US Embassy in Moldova and the Canadian Embassy in Romania.81

During the School, the participants team up and produce a newspaper called The Democrat, where they write about the activities, public participation experiences or projects.

_**Relevant figures:**_

- More 45 participants in the first two editions, including five participants from the Republic of Moldova.

- More than 200 applications for 20 seats in 2013.

_**Effectiveness:**_ the idea was to stimulate student and teacher’s awareness on how to become an active citizen (civic education), who can influence the community’s development and can cause neighbors and authorities to express and resolve their needs including doing something against corruption. It provided a hands-on and practical approach e.g. by teaching students how to plan and manage a (grant) project. The students were very much involved in the activities and expressed that the summer school “changed their life”, as it managed to provide with direct, practical tools to solve problems that may seem very difficult to tackle.

---

Do's & Don'ts:

- Engage participants from different social and professional profiles; ensure inclusion, diversity and wide access to interested participants; aim for regional/international representation in order to exchange good practices; and

- create a non-formal and friendly environment and make the participants understand that the skills they are about to acquire are more than plain information;

- provide with a great variety of speakers that offer both theoretical and practical experience (activists, academics, magistrates, journalists etc);

- make sure to provide with assistance after the seminar is over and continue collaborating with the participants; develop a sense of ownership;

- ensure both theoretical and practical activities; provide with the technical, logistical and financial support for the participants to implement real projects and encourage their future collaboration with your organization.

Further information:
Septimius Pârvu
Expert Forum
School for Democracy manager
septimius.parvu@expertforum.ro

Iuliana Iliescu
Pro Democracy Association
Project Manager
iuliana.iliescu@apd.ro
BEST PRACTICE VIII. The project “Young People against Corruption”/”Pay ZERO for what is yours!” (Romania)

Name of Best Practice: The project “Young People against Corruption” (2009-2012) and renamed Pay ZERO for what is yours! (2010-2013)

Type of activity it addresses: Raising public awareness on corruption and coalition building

Brief description: The importance of educating young people to prevent and combat corruption is visible in the attempts which have been made to renew the political class and the administrative body in hope of a permanent practice of ethics and integrity in the public system in Romania. This belief was the starting point of the project “Young People against Corruption” which is a civic education project which lasted three years (2010-2013) and involved over 2500 pupils from several Romanian high schools. The partner organizations were: Asociația Pro Democrația (initiator), the Anticorruption General Directorate (AGD), AGD local structure (Bucharest and Ilfov), Bucharest School Inspectorate, students from the University “Dimitrie Cantemir” and representatives of civil society. Together they proposed to support transparency, integrity, responsibility and good governance. Young people were informed, trained, motivated and guided in the process of cleaning the educational system in Romania. A first step in the direction of effective cleaning of the public system. The project entailed three targets: informing on negative effects of corruption, encouraging an intolerant attitude towards corruption and stimulating the citizens to report corruption to the competent authorities. The project included, amongst others, the following activities:

- a study was done on the effects of corruption in education;
- a website on the effects of corruption in education was launched and promoted: www.tinericorecti.ro.
- The youth’s opinion on corruption, corruption cases and the degree of tolerance that young people show towards corruption were measured through a statistical survey.
- Mentors were trained for the workshop sessions with the young pupils.
- Information sessions were held at high-schools regarding the phenomenon of corruption in Romania.

Each year the activities were followed by celebrating the December 9th International Anticorruption Day together. The young participants made leaflets, t-shirts and questionnaires all aimed at increasing awareness. The pupils’ best
ideas for campaigns on how to prevent corruption were awarded with prizes (including a trip the European Parliament).

In 2013 we introduced a new activity ("The Anticorruption Labyrinth") which is a real construction that we install in public spaces in the cities were the project was implemented. At the entry into the labyrinth each person receives a questionnaire containing questions about corruption the answers to which they can find on posters inside the labyrinth. At the exit from the labyrinth, depending on the number of questions they have answered correctly, people get promotional materials like t-shirts, pens, anti-stress balls etc. and of course every participant will receive a piece of the "Anticorruption Cake".

We try to expand the project each year by adding more activities and making more partnerships. In 2014 the project will be implemented in 12 towns around the country, so the Anticorruption Labyrinth will take place in all those 12 towns.

**Effectiveness:** Activities were implemented through an interactive methodology (debates, information clubs/ groups and experience exchange, discussions, opinions, suggestions on the website dedicated specifically to young people link: http://www.tinericorecti.ro/ and https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tinerii-impotriva-corruptiei/160869827390532?fref=ts), so a strong involvement and commitment from young people, teachers and professors is a requirement to ensure the sustainable support.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- It is important to attract as many participants as possible from different fields.
- Change the mentors every year so that more students can learn about the implications of corruption.
- Including different activities in order to attract more peoples, depending on their knowledge.
- Avoid organizing the information sessions with a very big group of people, in order for people to better assimilate the information.
- A project should be implemented on long periods of time so that the impact is on a larger scale.
- The project should not involve the same persons every year, it should attract new people so that the level of public awareness be higher every year.

**Further information:**

Website : http://www.tinericorecti.ro/

Asociația Pro Democrația

E-mail: iuliana.iliescu@apd.ro
BEST PRACTICE IX. Local Integrity System of the City of Amsterdam and Bureau Integrity Amsterdam (the Netherlands)

Name of Best Practice: Local Integrity System of the City of Amsterdam and Bureau Integrity Amsterdam.82

Type of activity it addresses: Regional-level activities of civil society and local integrity

Brief description: Many institutions and laws have been established to address the various forms of corruption and integrity violations. However, little attention is paid to the way in which they interact. It is therefore necessary to consider all institutions, laws and regulations aimed at ensuring integrity in a society (whether at country, province or municipality level). The 2012 New York summit on Public Integrity highlighted the importance of local integrity systems (LIS) in combating corruption and promoting integrity.83 Around 30 cities presented their best practices, among which Amsterdam. The Amsterdam system can be characterized by its integral approach and consultation structure. The Amsterdam system complies with all national legal requirements (applying the administrative and criminal laws against corruption and abiding the obligation to have: a code of conduct, a local ombudsman and a local auditor institution/committee). By setting up a core integrity agency in the form of an Integrity Bureau, the city went beyond the national legal requirements. This resulted in a LIS system that is recognized in the Netherlands as the most advanced.84 The Integrity Bureau assists in promoting the integrity of the local government, the administrative organizations and the civil servants of the city of Amsterdam.85 It can be contacted by the mayor and alderman, councilors, civil servants, citizens and companies.

Its activities include:

- providing advice on integrity policy;
- investigating alleged integrity violations;
- carrying out risk-analysis;

---

82 A staff member of the Integrity Bureau gave a presentation during the May 2013 workshop in Deventer.
• providing integrity training;
• assisting in disciplinary and legal matters.

Local integrity deserve special attention because it is the municipal government which often is responsible for decision-making and service delivery in vulnerable sectors (e.g. urban planning, building and construction and licensing). Moreover, citizens and their local politicians and public servants frequently communicate in a rather direct way, which offers temptations to test the integrity of authorities and businesses. Over the past years the City of Amsterdam has built this local integrity system which has been rather successful. The scandals of the early 90s gave the impression that the corruption and fraud within the city administration was endemic. This led to increased attention to integrity management which was led by the mayor. Since then many policies and measures have been introduced. In 2001 the Integrity Bureau was formed with the aim of serving as a ‘participating consultant’ to line management and it explicitly does not have a controlling role. Integrity should be based on internal motivation and not on external control: if line management does not internalize the need for high integrity, there won’t be integrity in reality. It is efficient and more effective to have a central expertise center on integrity than to ask every line manager to be involved in developing integrity policies and management. Bureau Integrity addressed the fragmented approach towards integrity which is typical for many municipalities. Amsterdam now has an integrated approach which includes risk analysis, conducting investigations that show that individual corruption cases are actually system problems and making recommendations to prevent future corruption.

A recent example of this integrated approach concerned the case of endemic corruption involving market supervisors and stall holders at the Amsterdam market. The Bureau was involved in surveillance and together with the local police it carried out interviews with suspects and victims to assess the problem and to identify gaps in regulation and/or enforcement (2009). Previous individual investigations and punishments had not been successful and therefore it was necessary to investigate why these had not had a deterrent effect. Important was the fact that now the individual cases were seen as being connected. The risk analysis (discovering the type of temptations) turned out to be the most important tool in discovering the patterns of corruption. The dual role (overseeing stall placement and assessing penalties) and far-reaching powers of market supervisors led to the systemic corruption. In January 2010 five supervisors were taken into custody and the bribes were seized. In March 2012 two additional supervisors were suspended after the Bureau Integrity investigation had revealed their corruption. In July 2012 a new law was adopted in the Amsterdam City Council that limits the powers of market supervisors. In December 2013 seven market supervisors have been convicted of accepting bribes from market stallholders in

---

87 EGP Study Group on Ethics and Integrity of Governance Madrid, 19-22 September 2007
diensten/integriteit-0/wat_doet_bureau/ (Accessed 03/01/14)
89 Amsterdam Municipal Authority (2012). Best Practice: Corruption Case Study in Street
90 Ibid. p.2
return for a better location at the Amsterdam markets.\textsuperscript{90} The bribe taking lasted ten years and the bribes itself varied from € 2-20 amounting to a total of € 70.00- 125.000 for each market supervisor.

**Effectiveness:** This example shows how various institutions work together and form coalitions (Bureau Integrity, Mayor and Aldermen, City Council, police and citizens). There is a clear focus on communities and work at the local level. The integrity system and the use of risk analysis has led to the conviction of seven corrupt market supervisors (repression) and prevention for the near future. There are no anticorruption CSOs in Amsterdam but citizen’s involvement in ensured by other means e.g. by interviewing them about corruption related topics. The Bureau has not taken on a formal approach but strives to increase the corruption awareness of authorities, citizens and civil servants.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- Make sure the Integrity Bureau is independent and can be asked to investigate any issue or take the initiative itself.

- Make sure that all organizations part of the Local Integrity Systems look beyond the borders of their organization to see what role they fulfil other than the formal tasks assigned to them. This way risks can be detected early.

- Ensure that an Integrity Bureau can be contacted by citizens regarding any suspected integrity related issue.

**Further information:**

Website:  
http://www.amsterdam.nl/gemeente/organisatie-diensten/integriteit-0/  
Amsterdam Integriteit  
Tel. 020 - 552 2421  
Fax 020 - 552 2260  
E-mail: bureauintegriteit@amsterdam.nl

BEST PRACTICE X. Rahvakogu online platform for civic participation (Estonia)

Name of Best Practice: Rahvakogu online platform for civic participation

Type of activity it addresses: Awareness raising and coalition building

Brief description: The Rahvakogu online platform was listed in the first edition of the EU Anti-Corruption Report (published in February 2014). The People’s Assembly Rahvakogu (www.rahvakogu.ee) is an online platform for crowd-sourcing ideas and proposals to amend Estonia’s electoral laws, political party law, and other issues related to the future of democracy in Estonia. The Assembly focuses specifically on five questions: the electoral system, political parties, competition between the political parties and their internal democracy, financing of the political parties, strengthening the role of civic society in politics between the elections, and stopping the politicization of public offices.

The Assembly combines modern communication tools with traditional face-to-face discussions. During the first stage (until the end of January 2013) proposals and comments were submitted, commented, supported or criticized online.

Formation/Funding

A working group of CSOs and representatives from political parties gathered in November 2012. Five weeks later a website (www.rahvakogu.ee) was opened where everyone could propose ideas for improving elections, public participation, as well as political parties and their funding. Many different individuals and groups helped organize this event: the Estonian Cooperation Assembly, the Praxis Centre for Policy Studies, the Network of Estonian Nonprofit Organizations, the e-Governance Academy, the Open Estonia Foundation, as well as political parties, IT and communications professionals, and others. Core funding for the project came from the Estonian Cooperation Assembly, a state sponsored non-partisan think tank, while the organizational costs of the ‘Deliberation Day’ event were primarily covered by a grant from the Open Estonia Foundation. However, most of the work on the project has been done by volunteers.

Participant Selection

The website was open to anyone who wished to participate in the process. Within the first three weeks the website gained 60,000 visitors. 1,800 registered users posted nearly 6,000 ideas and comments. The Rahvakogu also engaged a group of 314 people in a day-long, face-to-face deliberative event. Organizers used the national database to randomly select 500 individuals according to the socio-demographic profile of Estonia. Of the 500 who were invited, 314 individuals took part in the ‘Deliberation Day’ event. This group broadly reflected the Estonia population in terms of age, ethnicity, occupation, and gender. While
this approach does not utilize the grass roots approach that was severely lacking in Romania and other new Member States, it does present a good way to incorporate the ideas of everyday citizens in the policy making process rather than relying solely on the ideas/beliefs of NGOs/Think Tanks who are composed of “experts”.

Deliberation, Decisions, and Public Interaction

During the first stage of the process, the public interacted with policy makers and other citizens through the website. The website accepted suggestions, recommendations, and comments, but it also provided forums where individuals could discuss issues and post arguments in favor or against specific proposals. This part of the process was open to anyone, including elected politicians and other political actors. The results of the online comments and discussions were compiled by a team of analysts and organized into themes.

Based on these analyses, several scenarios or alternative policy options were identified. The team of analysts also conducted assessments of the likely impacts and effectiveness of each scenario. The results of the online phase of the project were sent to the Deliberation Day event where participants discussed the pros and cons of each scenario, and identified their priorities. At this event, participants were divided up into small deliberative groups of approximately 10 individuals. Each group was led by a trained moderator. After these deliberations, each participant completed written survey as a record of his or her preferences. The preferences of the group, as a whole, were aggregated using electronic voting tablets. The outcome and recommendations of the Deliberation Day phase of the project were formally presented to the Parliament. The Parliament, for their part, will set a timetable during which legislative changes will be discussed in formal parliamentary procedures.

Effectiveness: It is too early to tell what sort of impact the Rahvakogu or People’s Assembly will have on the political system in Estonia. None of the recommended legislative changes have been implemented at this time.

Nevertheless, the Rahvakogu process clearly proved that when the right conditions are created, many people are willing and capable of participating in the policy making process.

Do’s & Don’ts:

• Crowd-sourcing mechanisms provide a useful tool for engaging large numbers of individuals in public decision-making processes.

• Face-to-face deliberative events, like the ‘Deliberation Day’ component of this project, provide a smaller number of individuals with opportunities to closely examine legislative recommendations in an information rich environment.

• Overall, crowd-sourcing mechanisms combined with smaller face-to-face deliberations can provide a valuable tool for implementing the principles of open government and bridging the gap between government and the public.
It is important to emphasize that the Rahvakogu model is the starting point of a much larger policy-making process. Any legislative changes that might result from this process must be made by Parliament itself, and this can take time.

Concerns have been expressed that the preferences and recommendations produced in the Rahvakogu process may be reworded or even ‘watered down’ in the legislative process.

Further information:
Website: https://www.rahvakogu.ee/
People’s Assembly Rahvakogu
Tel: 693 8330
Fax: 693 8331
Email: info@rahvakogu.ee
Best Practice XI. National Office for Promoting Ethics & Integrity in the Public Sector (The Netherlands)

Name of Best Practice: National Office for Promoting Ethics & Integrity in the Public Sector (The Netherlands).

The National Office for Promoting Ethics & Integrity in the Public Sector (BIOS-Bureau Integriteitsbevordering Openbare Sector) is an initiative of the Dutch Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations. BIOS is situated within the knowledge and service center for the labor market and labor relations within the public domain in the Netherlands (CAOP) to increase its independent position. BIOS has the lead in ethics and integrity promotion and regularly works together with public institutions (central, regional and local), civil society and academia.

Type of activity it addresses: Coalition building, public awareness raising and local integrity.

Brief description: BIOS is foremost involved in the promotion and support of ethics and integrity policies. Hereby it has a focus of working together with local authorities which cooperate with CSOs. The various (national, regional and local) government organizations are supported by BIOS in setting up and implementing ethics and integrity policies via manuals and guidelines (provided for free), workshops and conferences. BIOS also functions as a knowledge institution. It collects, disseminates and exchanges (national and international) knowledge on corruption prevention and integrity promotion to public organizations. BIOS participates in research projects, carries out academic studies and issues publications, among which the annual Integrity Annual Report (provided for free) in which a wide variety of publications and interviews with experts can be found (from BIOS itself, CSOs and academia). A recent example of such cooperation was the study carried out by BIOS and the VU Amsterdam University on the functioning of internal report mechanisms within public organizations. A third important task is the development of integrity instruments. BIOS is constantly developing instruments that can be used to discuss, test or improve integrity within the organization. BIOS (co)develops these instruments and models but also promotes similar initiatives among third parties and participates if required.

---


In the Netherlands there is a greater legal responsibility for local authorities to ensure integrity in the conduct within their municipality. At the same time the municipalities can expect larger responsibilities because of a transfer of tasks from central government to local government (e.g. special health care). This means that to oversee integrity within the public institutions but also within its partners (companies and CSOs) will become an extra challenge. BIOS and the Association of Dutch Municipalities (VNG-Vereniging Nederlandse Gemeenten) have therefore organized a conference on 8th of May 2014 called ‘Integrity at the intersection of government and society’. The conference will deal with the topic of how public institutions should ensure local integrity in their relations to citizens, companies and CSOs. Besides organizing such conferences with other partners, BIOS has developed integrity instruments which are to be found on its website. Among which are:

- Example Code of Conduct;
- Manual Conflict of Interests;
- Handbook Integrity Assessment;
- A survey which can be used to measure employee’s perception on the ethical climate of the organization;
- A workshop by which organizations can be screened on the aspect of integrity risks (SAINT: Self-Assessment INTEGRiteit).

**Effectiveness:** BIOS was highlighted by the European Commission as a best practice example of active promotion of integrity in the public sector.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- Ensure the National Office for Promoting Ethics & Integrity is independent from government.
- Make sure the Office develops example integrity instruments, which are available to the public and/or private organizations which can adapt these to their own situations.
- Organize an Integrity Day during which all sorts of organizations are challenged to exchange their experiences and receive support on any integrity related issue they are struggling with.

**Further information:**

Website: [http://www.integriteitoverheid.nl/](http://www.integriteitoverheid.nl/)
Bureau Integriteitsbevordering Openbare Sector
Tel: 070 - 376 59 37
Email: info@integriteitoverheid.nl

---


BEST PRACTICE XII. Citywide Public Integrity Strategy Hamburg (Germany)

Name of Best Practice: Citywide Public Integrity Strategy Hamburg

Type of activity it addresses: Watchdog activities, coalition building and local integrity

Brief description: The city of Hamburg uses a three-pillar multi-faceted approach to fight corruption. 1) The bi-annual Anticorruption Conferences led by the Department of Internal Investigation (DII), in which stakeholders discuss current topics on corruption. These conferences have regularly led to anticorruption regulation applicable to all governments agencies in Hamburg. 2) the establishment of an advice point (Beratungsstelle) to which every public organization, business or citizen can turn to for advice on corruption prevention and repression. Additionally trainings are provided on the theme ‘Recognizing and dealing with corruption’. 3) The criminal investigation and prosecution of corruption together with other specialized departments.

DII’s strategy is to be part of a network. As such it is constantly interacting with other important stakeholders such as the internal auditors (Internal Audit Units) of all the City government’s ministries and the Hamburg Chamber of Commerce, but more innovative is collaboratively partners with outside groups such as PRO HONORE e.V., which is a volunteer civil society organization that serves as a liaison between the government and the business community. According to PRO HONORE’s website, membership is open to anyone or anybody who considers the liability, trust and fairness of the business sector too be important. Natural persons, legal persons, public organizations and collectives can become a member. A regular membership costs € 350. The Senate of Hamburg and the Hamburg business sector set up a project named ‘Cooperation against Business crime and Business espionage Hamburg’ (“Kooperation gegen Wirtschaftskriminalität und Wirtschaftsspionage Hamburg”) which led to the establishment of an confidentiality bureau (Vertrauensstelle) which employees and companies can turn to get advice on e.g. corruption suspicions. This bureau is

aligned to PRO HONORE and is led by one of its lawyers to ensure the legal expertise and confidentiality is being ensured to those who contact the bureau. The bureau’s primary aim is business sector integrity but it also investigates and evaluates complaints made concerning public authorities and now and then passes a case on to the criminal prosecution authorities. On average it receives two to three corruption reports a month. Overall one out of four reports is passed on. This bureau can also be appointed as a companies’ external Ombudsman or Whistleblower-Hotline.

**Effectiveness:** The public/private coordination in Hamburg is considered to be effective. The activities have led to a considerable increase in tips on corruption cases resulting in criminal proceedings. All sorts of recommendations given by the Internal Audit Units and PRO HONORE have been considered and implemented. Hamburg stands out because of this independent private integrity agency watchdog PRO HONORE. This approach is considered to be one of Germany’s most innovative and comprehensive public integrity programs. The active, organized, citizen involvement as seen in Hamburg is unique.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- Make sure that anyone can turn to the independent private integrity watchdog for advice or to report an integrity issue.
- Make sure this involvement of the private sector is part of the integrity system (whether national or local).

**Further information:**

Website: http://www.pro-honore.de/
PRO HONORE
Tel: (040) 250 92 34
Fax: (040) 300 61 88 64
Email: info@pro-honore.de

---

106 Ibid. p.274
BEST PRACTICE XIII. Public Procurement Files Platform (Romania)

Name of Best Practice: Fighting Public Procurement Criminality: An Operational Approach

Type of activity it addresses: Watchdog and Monitoring Activities, Capacity Building, awareness raising

Brief description: The Public Procurement Files platform was the first to attempt to carry watchdog activities of public procurement in Romania, an issue which is considered as one of the main corruption vulnerabilities. The platform is a successful example of a project spin-off. The platform was derived from the EU funded initiative entitled “Fighting Public Procurement Criminality: An Operational Approach.” Developed under the aegis of this initiative, the platform benefited directly from the powerful public-private consortium of the project, matching the expertise to conduct effective monitoring activities with powerful communication channels, such as hotnews.ro – a news platform accessed through the communication partner, Euractiv. The project is a joint effort of a consortium made up of 17 partners, including the Ministry of Justice, Anticorruption Directorate, Integrity Agency, Association of Specialists in Procurement, National Council for solving Complaints and the Public Ministry. The main purpose of the project was to develop the capacities to fight public procurement fraud of judges, prosecutors and judicial police officers by promoting mutual understanding of the roles and communication amongst their institutions, and by increasing their technical and legislative knowledge.

During the implementation of the project, participants took notice of an increased interest in public procurement. Various corruption or integrity scandals related to high level officials involved in awarding PP contracts also contributed to this increase in interest. Therefore the consortium decided to extend the communication of procurement related issues from a target group comprised of magistrates, police officers and experts to general public.

With the agreement of DG Home Affairs, participants prepared and launched an online platform called Public Procurement Files – “PP Files” (Dosare de Achiziții). The project established a partnership with HotNews.ro to host the platform on their website, due to its traffic of 1.5 million unique visitors per month.

The “PP Files” platform has been designed to act as a watchdog and to raise awareness on public procurement. The monitoring activities were composed of a number of different fronts. Firstly, 17 important files with charges related to public procurement fraud were used to monitor their evolution in courts. In addition the on-going process of launching important tenders and awarding important PP contracts through SEAP – Romanian Electronic Public Procurement
System were also monitored. In addition to this, another component with a “special focus” on controversial procedures and contracts prompted either by our general monitoring of SEAP, or by a major breaking news such as the arrest or the start of an investigation on corruption charges related to a mayor or a county council president was added. In the days following such a major news event, the “PP files” editorial team would research all the contracts awarded during this period of time – one or two years, or during the last mandate of the official involved – by the city or local council the official was leading.

Effectiveness: The subjects tackled were able to capitalize on the attention of the public on the corruption scandal of the day and to give a larger perspective of the activity and connections of the person involved. In this sense, after the monitoring activity signaled an apparently illegal and restrictive qualification requirement in a tender documentation of the Ministry of Education, the institution was forced to repeal the unreasonable constraint, setting a successful precedent that lays the foundation for a functional and correct system of public procurement.107

Further information:
Website: www.freedomhouse.ro

Freedom House Romania
Gelu TRANDAFIR
E-mail: gelutrandafir@freedomhouse.ro

BEST PRACTICE XIV. SAXION Chair on Corruption and Integrity
(The Netherlands)

Name of Best Practice: SAXION Chair on Corruption and Integrity

Type of activity it addresses: Enhancing the involvement of academia and business environment in preventing corruption and Education and awareness training.

Brief description: A couple of years ago SAXION University of Applied Sciences in the Netherlands established a chair on Governance, with a focuses on the quality improvement of the management of private companies and (semi) public organizations. The chair is part of SAXION Research Centre for Urban & Environmental Development and focuses on the structural improvement in companies and organizations by preventing corruption and stimulate integrity. Key words are fighting corruption, stimulation of integrity, transparency and accountability. The chair has specific expertise regarding management and policy, including the four pillars of management: political science, sociology, economics and law. The chair contributes to making SAXION staff and students ‘corruption-proof’ and teaching ethics and integrity in life attitude and work circumstances. Two professors and several lecturers participate in international and national research projects on corruption and integrity which are concrete, beneficial and innovative. The experience and insights gained from these researches are used by the organizations involved, but also end up in the educational programs of the School of Governance, Law and Urban Development. In 2011/2012 six Law students participated in the National Integrity Assessment of the Netherlands (assignment by Transparency International). In 2014 three international students (LLB and BBA) participated in a research on how foreign companies do business in Romania.

Effectiveness: The knowledge and experience gained through these research activities did end up in the following courses:

- A course on Ethics and Integrity in the LLB-program in which students are challenged to develop their ideas on morality and lawfulness by providing them with real ethical dilemmas and guidance on various views of philosophers. The lecturers give these interactive training weekly (7 weeks times 3 hours a week) in which the last two weeks are centered around the theme of corruption and integrity. The national policies on anti-corruption are presented and the ‘grey area’ of what is corrupt and what is morally acceptable is explored. A particular focus is on the risks of corruption in legal field e.g. policy making, law enforcement, public procurement, court proceedings etc.

- Additionally the LLB-program offers an Action Learning Assignment on Governance and Integrity. In this assignment (groups of) students are asked to pick a sci-
Civil Society Involvement in Drafting, Implementing and Assessing Anticorruption Policies

Students are challenged to design an analytical framework to test whether the report is reliable and scientific sound. By using this framework, students are asked to evaluate whether the research meets the criteria of validity, objectivity and integrity. The idea is to develop their ‘critical eye’ to assess whether a research was set up and conducted in such a way that it is sound, objective and reliable or whether choices were made by the researchers which violate the principles of objectivity, integrity and thereby reliability. One aspect they look into is the interests of all parties involved (organization which asked for the research, organization which conducted the research and the individual researchers). In their role as ‘shadow researcher’ they practice their own research skills and they assess scientific integrity.

The Short Degree Program (LLB and BBA) has a course on *International Public Law*, in which one lecture (3 hours) is entirely about the international anticorruption conventions (United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), Council of Europe Conventions and OECD Conventions) and their implementation in various states. In class, there is a role play in which students have to take on the position of a government, company or NGO to practice with the international standards in ‘reality’.

Every year a few students write their *bachelor thesis on a corruption or integrity related topic*. This means that they participate in a research for six months (36 hours a week). In practice they will do a literature research and they will have interviews with national and international experts and practitioners.

SAXION is not the only university active in this field. The University of Twente (The Netherlands) and SAXION organized a Conference on Networking and Integrity in 2013 in which around 200 persons participated. During this conference workshops were led by lecturers on various integrity related topics. The key speakers were asked to reflect upon the topic of conflict of interests and integrity in networks. Key speakers were: the chair of the Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied Sciences, a board member of SAXION, a police commissioner, a former football agent, an integrity officer of an independent research center, an alderman and various academia. The local media (newspapers and radio) reported about the event. In the Netherlands various universities and universities of applied sciences do research in integrity related projects. For instance, the VU University Amsterdam which has a research group *Quality of Governance*. The Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University and Avans University of Applied Sciences are also known for their research and

---

110 VU University Amsterdam. Onderzoeksgroep Quality of Governance (QuGo) http://www.fsw.vu.nl/nl/onderzoek/onderzoeksprogrammas/bestuurskunde/quality-of-governance/index.asp (Accessed 21/05/14)
education related to integrity.\textsuperscript{111} SAXION’s vision is to develop the moral awareness of its students before they become a professional

\textit{Do’s & Don’ts:}

- Make sure that both lecturers and students are involved in the research projects.

- In the first and second year ethics and integrity can best be taught in a generic way making it accessible for all students and disciplines and consider the follow-up courses to be specifically designed for certain professions (lawyers, doctors, managers, teachers etc.).

- Make sure the courses taught are not only on theories, but make sure students are involved in real case studies.

\textbf{Further information:}

Websites:
http://www.saxion.edu/site/about-saxion/research-centres/urban-environmental-development/ and http://www.corruptie.org

SAXION Research Centre for Urban & Environmental Development
Tel: +31 53 487 14 98
E-mail: kcl@saxion.nl

BEST PRACTICE XV. “Argentine Dialogue” (Argentina)

Name of Best Practice: Argentine Dialogue

Type of activity it addresses: Coalition building, enhancing the involvement of academia and business environment in preventing corruption and education and awareness training.

Brief description: In 2002, after years of deepening recession, mass unemployment and government collapses, and a serious lack of public trust towards politicians, Argentina was heading to becoming a failed state. In January of that year, a small group of citizens, supported by the national government, the Catholic Church and the UNDP, launched the process called “Argentine Dialogue.”

They invited hundreds of leaders from all parts of society to talk about the country’s crisis in a series of roundtables, one of which focused on the issue of justice. The judicial system was inefficient, politicized, inaccessible and corrupt. This problem was not isolated and reflected the poor situation the country was in. Activists had fought for decades to reform the system but never managed to get agreement among a critical mass of the country’s leaders.

During a three-day roundtable workshop in a countryside hotel, a diverse and fragmented group of 50 leaders all part of the justice systems were invited: judges, lawyers, citizens’ rights advocates, government officials, businesspeople, academia, journalists and politicians. Many knew each other from previous encounters (court proceedings) and workshops but this time the workshop was organized in a different way. First of all, no presentations were held or resolutions passed. Secondly, there was no strict agenda or any sort of formalities involved. Instead, small groups and plenary sessions were held in which they informally spoke about the justice system (how it came into existence, what it inherited from the past, certainties and uncertainties about its future, what leverage points would shift the system into the right direction. The next day an even more informal setting was created with comfortable chairs, candles, drinks and food and each person was asked to tell a personal story about why he/she had chosen to participate. This led to participants sharing real personal stories. The third day, the group’s conversations and ideas came together quickly and groups formed naturally around initiatives they wanted to be involved in. In the month after the workshop, they executed these plans, convened again and made new plans which were executed well.


Effectiveness: This experiment was unique in Argentine history and illustrates that even though organizations and their representatives have their own perspectives and projects, feel disconnected to the others and in some cases clearly mistrust each other, they can become part of a coalition for change, with new and reoriented projects, grounded in a shared sense of the real system they are part of and what they needed to do about it.

According to Adam Kahane, who is an international expert on conflict management and problem solving and who participated in the three day conference, the experiment was successful foremost because there was a shift in the way the team members talked and listened.\textsuperscript{114} All participants came to the workshop prepared with clear messages and speeches. They were nervous and cautious, not so much listening but waiting for their moment to deliver their message. As they relaxed and got up in the excitement of the work and the engaging process, they started listening more openly and speaking more spontaneously and honest. The stories enabled the participants to understand their individual and group roles as part of the problem and thereby showing what they needed to do to be part of the solution. Important was that all participants listened intently, with empathy. They listened with and spoke with their hearts. “Their stories were the window through which they could see two critical phenomena: each other as fellow humans and actors and beyond the individuals, what was emerging in the situation as a whole and what it demanded of them.”\textsuperscript{115} This was a reflective and generative dialogue.

Do’s & Don’ts:

- Allow participants to sense (or remember) what the larger purpose is for their work and why it matters to them individually and as a group (their shared commitment).

- Instead of forcing change, try to generate change with the multi-stakeholder approach.

- Do not consider corruption to be a problem ‘out there’ that can be fixed by our direct response. To the contrary, consider what role you/your organization has played in the coming into existence of the situation and accept that, by including multiple perspectives, the entire situation can change.

- Engage with and listen to others who have a stake in the system in particular when they have opposing perspectives.

- Reflect on your/your organizations role in the system.

\textsuperscript{114} Ibid. pp.98-99
\textsuperscript{115} Ibid. pp.102-103
• Listen with empathy (look at the system with the eyes of the other/other organization).

• Stop talking repeating your own message and try out new suggestions and notice what happens.

Further information:
Website: http://www.latinamerica.undp.org/
Regional Center in Panamá
Tel: + (507) 302-4500
Fax: + (507) 302-4551
Email: sna@just.ro
Website: http://reospartners.com
Adam Kahane, Reos Partners and Generon Consulting
Email: kahane@reospartners.com
BEST PRACTICE XVI. Reform of the public procurement system in Croatia

Name of Best Practice: Anticorruption response to implementation of procurement policies (ACRIP)

Type of activity it addresses: watchdog activity in public procurement and coalition building (including innovative techniques)

Brief description: In 2010, Partnership for Social Development (PSD), an Croatian NGO working on good governance and anticorruption, has started a series of public discussions, in partnership with the Public Procurement Directorate that resulted in the adoption of the new Public Procurement Act that entered into force in January 2012, after being adopted in July 2011. The new act brought new provisions on the procurement market, related to integrity, transparency and fair procedures in order to maximize the use of public funds and opening equal access to all the competitors. Also, PSD has implemented Anticorruption response to implementation of procurement policies (ACRIP), a project that had the scope to improve efficiency of the anti-corruption/pro-integrity policies and to build capacities in the public procurement sector at local governance level through multi-sector approach to strengthening of technical capacities of CSOs and relevant public administration bodies, and through increasing transparency, integrity and accountability of local governments in the Republic of Croatia. At the same time, the organization collaborated with the public institutions in order to change the legislative and institutional environment.

The project aimed to develop a series of tools that would be used both by the state and by the civil society in order to ensure a higher degree of transparency. The initiative was implemented in partnership with Association of Municipalities and the Association of Towns in the Republic of Croatia and with the support of Dutch experts from the Nicolaas Witsen Foundation and it included the following steps:

- Public Procurement monitoring and Integrity audit works – a two-day workshop in Zagreb for representatives of towns and municipalities;
- Designing the local Public Procurement Monitoring web portal and database;
- Establishing Integrity Audit mechanisms in 8 local communities – introduction of pilot Integrity Audits in 4 municipalities and 4 towns involving local community staff;

117 More information about the project is available from: www.integrityobservers.eu
• Collecting and cross checking public procurement data - experts ensured accuracy and credibility of data published by local communities;

• Study trip the Netherlands – Mayors from 8 local communities and representatives from Association of Municipalities visited the Netherlands

• Launching the Web portal and database.118

The efficiency of the project can be easily proved just by putting together the final outputs and outcomes. For example, even though the implementation team proposed an Integrity Audit Mechanism, an unexpected output was the development of a much more complex Integrity Assessment/Self-Assessment Tool that reached 18 communities instead of 8, as initially provided.

Also, although the database was proposed for a number of 8 municipalities, it covered in the end 1,437 contracting authorities. More than 220 beneficiaries took part in the workshops organized by the partners regarding the Integrity Assessment and the Public Procurement Tool. At the end of the project more than 900 users were registered in the Public Procurement monitoring tools, including more than 200 contracting authorities and the number has permanently increased since then.

Four members of the BURA network (Association Zora, Čakovec; Civil Rights Project, Sisak; Women’s Association Vukovar and Censorship Plus, Split (associated member) took part in the monitoring activities, including gathering data on the level of municipalities and cities in the targeted communities in Croatia (towns: Split, Sisak, Vukovar, Čakovec; municipalities: Biskupija, Drniš, Knjaz, Ozalj, Vrpolje, Oprisavci, Marija Bistrica, Kumrovec), data analysis (public procurement contracts), collecting legal data (the Commercial Court and other publicly available sources), interviews with local stakeholders, and the filling in the data in the Public Procurement Database. PSD published 10 more monitoring reports that were also published in a few Croatian main media outlets and reached more than 55,000 users through social media.

Effectiveness: The Public Procurement monitoring database

The database (www.integrityobservers.eu) is a revolutionary tool launched in March 2013 that integrates all the data related to the implementation of public procurement (PP) procedures and covers more than 1,437 contracting authorities in Croatia and all contracts in PP as they are signed (in real time). Starting from the provisions of the New PP Act, all public procurement notifications must be published in the Official Gazette in a standardized form which allows the Database to pull out the data in real time and sort them out according to different parameters. It is updated with the latest data every 24 hours. For the first time such information is systematized and collected in real time.

This Database is a unique tool for monitoring transparency and for conducting research in the field of PP, thus preventing and detecting fraud in the distribution of public funds by increasing the transparency and understanding of the procurement data and procedures and therefore protecting the financial interest of the State. Public Procurement Database aside from determining the weak spots in the PP procedures can be used for detecting fraud in general contracts at all levels.

118 http://www.nwfreform.org/projects/project17.aspx
in Croatia and is able to separately monitor all procurement in Croatia that is related to the EU funds, from agricultural and structural to the cohesion funds.

The tool can be used by all the interested parties, such as public institutions, national and local governments, business community, the media, non-governmental organizations, research institutions and the general public, for free. The added value of the tool is that it permits searches according to the names of public officials, meaning that it directly links the public officials with the companies in which they have shares or interests according to the official declaration of assets). This enables monitoring of the profit of these companies from public procurement and discovering of conflict of interest of public officials.

The website permits direct search, according to tenderer, public official or contracting authority. Also, four more categories have been created in order to avoid potential statistical errors: Potential errors, Tenderers with the same PIN, Contracting authorities with the same PIN and Framework agreements. Moreover, users can report irregularities.

**Do’s & Don’ts:**

- The major opportunity that created the premises for success was the accession process to the EU that included requirements related to the public procurement legislation and institutional framework. This was also an important opportunity, as the changes updated the system to the latest technology and public funds spending good practices. As most countries from the EU will have to include major changes in the legislation, as a new PP Directive has entered into force at the beginning of 2014, Croatia has most mechanisms and provisions put in place.

- All the partners were involved in the implementation of the project, including strategic partners, such as the Association of the Municipalities of the Republic of Croatia that provided access to the public officials. Also, institutional stakeholders such as MELE – Public Procurement Directorate, Ministry of the Administration of the Republic of Croatia, Commission for Suppression of Conflict of Interest, Government Office for Cooperation with NGOs, CFCA and the Delegation of the European Union in Croatia showed their support for the project and its continuation. A few local administrations decided to implement voluntarily the assessment tool.

- Complex technical knowledge is required to develop such a database.

- Funding is required for the continuation of this database.

**Further information:**


Tel: + 385 (0) 1 60 55 668

Fax: + 385 (0) 1 60 55 669

Email: info@psd.hr
BEST PRACTICE XVII. “ENPIAD” Capacity Building within the Internal Affairs Department of the police

Name of the Best Practice: Enhancing Police Internal Affairs Departments in EU Member States (ENPIAD)

Type of activity it addresses: Capacity Building

Brief description: The project aimed at enhancing the analytical and operational capabilities of Police Internal Affairs Departments (PIAD) and similar anti-corruption units in Bulgaria (BG) and Romania (RO) that target corruption and other malpractices committed by law enforcement officers. The project was managed by the Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD) in partnership with the Bulgarian Ministry of the Interior, the Anticorruption General Directorate (AGD) at the Romanian Ministry of Administration and Interior, the Belgian Central Office for the Repression of Corruption (OCRC), the General Inspectorate of the Belgian Federal and Local Police (AIG), the Anti-Corruption Unit of the UK Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA), and the Austrian Federal Bureau of Anti-Corruption (BAK).

Background and objectives

Police and other law enforcement agencies are seen as a major factor in combating corruption and are given broad powers in BG and RO. At the same time, the very structures of Interior Ministries are affected by corrupt practices. Police Internal Affairs Departments, whose main mission is to combat police corruption, are relatively new in RO and BG. Therefore, they were still in phase of developing their capacity and introducing new tools from similar units in other EU Member States and the United State. The emphasis of this project was on facilitating institutional learning from foreign experience in relation to the analytical and investigative capacities, including analysis of methods and techniques to identifying and preventing police corruption. The concrete objectives of the project were:

- To develop training and educational tools and provide practical training session to PIAD officers in BG and RO.
- To develop and promote efficient investigative techniques and analytical tools for identifying and preventing corruption within law enforcement agencies.
- To promote and develop coordination, cooperation and mutual understanding among law enforcement agencies.

The target groups of the project were current PIAD officers and department managers in BG and RO. Beneficiaries were also trainers and trainees of PIADs...
in BG and RO and, indirectly, in all EU MS that would apply best practices identified through the project and educational materials developed.

In the preparation phase, project staff from CSD in cooperation with experts from the Bulgarian and Romanian PIADs studied the operational background and analytical work performed by the PIADs in these countries. The objective was to identify current needs and weak points to be addressed in the training sessions with law-enforcement partners from the United Kingdom (UK), Belgium (BE) and Austria (AT). This was followed by study visits held by key project staff with the institutional partners in the UK, BE and AT aimed at sharing best practices in the field of anti-corruption investigations and prevention, as well as determining the design and content of training sessions and tailoring these to the needs of PIADs in BG and RO.

Following the study visits, anti-corruption experts and practitioners from UK, BE and AT delivered a five-day training workshop in Pravets, Bulgaria. The guest trainers presented to Bulgarian and Romanian PIAD officers the roles of various anti-corruption bodies in their countries and their respective powers. Specific practices explored during the workshop included intelligence collection, working with informants and protecting whistle-blowers, applying integrity tests, forming Joint Investigation Teams (JITs) in cross-border cases, implementing case management software-supported tools, analyzing completed investigations. Following the international workshop, the core group of trainees (10 from Bulgaria and 10 from Romania) developed a set of measures and analytical tools to be implemented in Bulgaria and Romania, and delivered two national trainings to reach a wider number of officers: 31 officers in Romania and 30 officers in Bulgaria.

Two training manuals were developed and disseminated – one with best practices from the UK, BE and AT presented at the workshop in Pravets. A second training manual for initial training of PIAD officers was then developed. This manual drew on legislative practices and case studies from completed investigations by Bulgarian and Romanian PIADs (respectively). This training manual was translated in Romanian and was adopted as an internal training tool by the Anti-corruption General Directorate.

In the final stage, CSD project team developed a tool for situational analysis of corruption risks within the police force in Bulgaria. The tool was pilot-tested and improved through interviews with the management of five regional police directorates across Bulgaria. Along with a tool, a methodology for on implementation of the situational analysis was also developed. The tool and the methodology were subsequently adopted in the work of the Bulgaria’s Ministry of Interior Internal Security Directorate (recently renamed to ‘Security Directorate’).

In order to generate policy-maker will to implement the new investigative and analytical tools envisaged in the trainings and developed in the course of the project, the CSD project team prepared a policy report on EU best practices: “Countering Police Corruption: European Perspectives”. It reviewed how police anti-corruption departments are structured in a number of European countries, as well as the various investigation and corruption prevention tools used. In addition to general analysis of the EU experience, the report includes dedicated chapters to the police anti-corruption policies and instruments in BE, the UK, AT, BG and RO. The report was published in English, Bulgarian and Romanian
languages and reached a large number of relevant stakeholders in several EU MS.

Effectiveness: The project resulted in institutional learning through identifying and adapting efficient operational and analytical tools used by PIADs in three EU MS. The project activities contributed directly to establishing a strong working relationship among PIAD officers from between EU Member States on the one hand, and building trust between Bulgarian and Romanian PIADs, on the other. The project contributed to establishing a sustainable training system and analytical capability of PIAD personnel as well as effective channels for exchange of good practices and experience. In the long run, these efforts will guarantee the development of more sustainable, competent and efficient PIADs in BG and RO.

Do’s and Don’ts:

• Be realistic. Most of the identified investigative practices were too advanced and complex (e.g. extensive usage of big data) for the available IT infrastructure. This lack of modern IT equipment in BG and RO made them impossible to be transferred within the project’s timespan. In such cases it is recommended to identify low cost solutions with shorter time horizon.

• When transferring good practices, adapt them to the local realities – cultural, institutional specifics, etc.

• Encourage active participation of managers and officers from the relevant governmental departments, involved in the project. Find a way to stimulate them, including financially, in order to increase their contribution to the project.

• Allow enough time for NGO partners to familiarize with the specifics of the work of the relevant governmental departments, so that the practice could be sufficiently implemented. A fresh pair of eyes can provide new insights on how anticorruption measures can be implemented with greater effect and efficiency.

Further information:
Centre for the Study of Democracy
Websites: www.csd.bg
Tel: +359 2 971 3000
Email: csd@online.bg
BEST PRACTICE XVIII. “The SELDI Network” (Western Balkans and Turkey)

Name of Best Practice: The Southeast Europe Leadership for Development and Integrity (SELDI)

Type of activity it addresses: Regional Anti-Corruption Coalition Building

Brief description: The Southeast Europe Leadership for Development and Integrity (SELDI) aims to strengthen the capacity of CSOs in the region to collaborate, monitor and impact good governance and corruption in Southeast Europe and Turkey through public-private partnership. The SELDI partners established a strong and fluid partnership coalition of 19 like-minded civil society organizations from Southeast Europe (involving partners from ten countries including Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Kosovo, Republic of Macedonia, Romania, Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey). The partnership targets contributing to a dynamic civil society in the region, capable of participating in public debate and influencing policy and decision-making process in the area of anti-corruption and good governance.

SELDI relies on pooling together the resources of its 19 partner CSOs who share similar values and are deeply involved in good governance and anti-corruption at national level. SELDI’s strategy rests upon the successful best practices of Bulgaria’s anti-corruption initiative Coalition 2000, and is a continuation of the regional CSO capacity building initiative Southeast European Legal Development Initiative, created in 1999 by leading not-for-profit organizations. Thus SELDI has an unparalleled historical reach and possesses the richest data repository of regional corruption monitoring.

SELDI’s strength comes from the fact that its core coalition partners have worked together in the past in the area of good governance and anti-corruption and have proven track record and experience in the area. Very importantly, SELDI involved as an associated partner the Regional Anticorruption Initiative, the sole inter-governmental regional body dedicated to tackling corruption in Southeast Europe. The wide institutional (different types of CSOs involved) and regional outreach to advocacy and stakeholder partners, and SELDI’s open governance structure further ensure the sustainability of the initiative.

Effectiveness: Established in 2012, in the first two years SELDI managed to become the most recognised CSO anti-corruption initiative in the region form international institutions and national governments. SELDI was included as an institutional partner in the process of consultations of the Governance Pillar of the Southeast Europe 2020 Strategy, the first regional document on EU integration. SELDI carried out a round of regional corruption monitoring based on the state-of-the-art Corruption Monitoring System (designed by the Center for the Study
of Democracy\textsuperscript{119}). The CMS would allow SELDI and regional anti-corruption stakeholders to review progress of the different SELDI states in the region across time and vis-a-vis peers.

During the first two years of the project, the SELDI coalition created a think and action tank and ecosystem in the area of good governance and anti-corruption at a regional level through the exchange of knowledge and experience among the partners and the key stakeholders. SELDI prepared the first Regional Anti-Corruption Report with specific national and regional advocacy messages. During the next two years (2014-2016), SELDI will focus on more actively communicating its advocacy messages and policy recommendations.

\textbf{Do`s and Don`ts:}

- Maintain an open governance and membership structure, which allows you to include new members and keep competitive pressure and social innovations from flowing into the partnership;

- Identify and include in the partnership key stakeholders from the public sector even if in only consultative and/or ex officio capacity;

- Nurture belonging to the partnership by entrusting partners with coordination of parts of the initiative, which best fits their expertise and profile;

- Design a robust evaluation system and ask for regular external independent evaluation of achievements;

- Do not go on an all-out confrontation with public authorities in the same area but seek reformist-minded public servants and politicians who can help constructively bring about change.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Further information:}
\end{center}

Centre for the Study of Democracy  
Websites : www.csd.bg  
Tel: +359 2 971 3000  
Email: csd@online.bg

\textsuperscript{119} Center for the Study of Democracy official webpage is available at http://www.csd.bg/
BEST PRACTICE XIX. Supporting Investigative Journalism in Romania

Name of Best Practice: Supporting Investigative Journalism in Romania

Type of activity it addresses: Investigative Journalism

Brief description of the best practice: The project “Supporting Investigative Journalism” aimed to give the best journalists from all across the country access to the best trainers in their field, to teach them how to approach a sensitive topic, how to get the information they need from other than the conventional sources (such as “data mining”), to give them insights on how the judicial system works and to create opportunities for them to network – in other words, to help them become better investigative reporters.

The selection of participants was based on an investigation draft proposed by each and every individual who afterwards developed their personal skills under a tutorship activity and accomplished their investigation. After the selection of the participants, training sessions with prosecutors, lawyers and investigative journalists from the United Kingdom took place, the best investigations being awarded either a grant or a three week internship.

This programme had three editions in 2010, 2011 and 2012 and it had the following objectives: (1) improving quality and support publication of investigative features; (2) providing training and technical assistance; (3) exposing Romanian journalists to foreign quality-journalism; (4) improving investigative techniques used by journalists; (5) stimulating investigative work.

The objectives were met by implementing activities such as:

- the selection of journalists on the basis of portfolio and interview;
- in-country two-day training sessions;
- follow-up evaluation of articles written by participants;
- a round-table on investigative journalism;
- the selection of the best work;
- offering investigation grants;
- offering three-week internships in the United Kingdom at the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, as well as invitations to international investigative conferences to create their network relations.
During its three editions, the programme gathered together over 60 journalists from the local media, as well as from the central media, but it also involved investigative journalists from the Republic of Moldova.

Following the same path of investigative journalism, under the aegis of the Initiative for a Clean Justice, a seminar “Media and Justice” was held at the end of 2012, which brought together investigative journalists and magistrates, opening the way for a professional relationship and trust between them, thus envisaging a better understanding of one another’s way of approaching a case, file or issue.

Furthermore, the project Grants for Investigative Journalism (GIJ) had the purpose to stimulate the development and independence of investigative journalism in Romania through a series of grants for journalists writing on high level corruption, money laundering and fraud. By this initiative, the project aimed to show to journalists that investigations written from an independent professional perspective can ultimately have a strong impact if they, as a group of professionals, form formal and informal networks of contacts.

RISE Project, a community of journalists investigating the organized crime and corruption was involved in the project, playing an important role by providing outstanding trainers, such as Paul Radu. The accurate and professional investigations have a role in increasing the confidence of the public opinion in the media, in these times when ethical standards of the media are low in Romania. Also, the relationship between law enforcement officials and the media improved, reaching a level that highlights cases such as those of officials who started to use the results of some journalistic investigations as starting points for official investigations.

The already existing journalistic network between journalists pertaining to different media outlets plays a role in building a peer trust. This might lead (and it already has led) to a common action of ethical professional journalists in the critical moments when the rule of law mechanisms are put in danger.

During GIJ programme, there were awarded 12 grants of EUR 800 each. All investigations were published, alongside the project logo and disclaimer. The majority of the awarded journalists would have had no chance to publish these investigations without these grants. Some of them did not have the support of their editor in chief to publish their investigations, but they had the support of the members of the selection board or of their colleagues within the project to publish in other media outlets. The articles were shared amongst the journalists and other media outlets. Additionally, two of the investigations were also published in the printed versions of Adevărul and Evenimentul Zilei, two of the leading Romanian daily newspapers.

**Effectiveness:** The top journalists from the local press enjoyed national exposure and their work was presented onto the pages of high-circulation national newspapers. Networking and cooperation in investigative work was promoted through these projects, and the quality of work written as part of the programmes received international confirmation – an investigation written by Olga Ceaglei and Andrei Aștefănescu received funding from Scoop Denmark and was awarded the Eastern Partnership Journalistic Prize.
The success of the programme led also to the establishment of a partnership with SCOOP, a large network focused on supporting investigative journalism in East and South-East Europe. Their main aim is to develop a network between journalists in and between different areas, supporting the transnational character of the stories and investigations, thus bringing together professional journalists to facilitate the sharing of best practices and production of investigative journalism.

A total of 15,000€ were given out to 11 journalists during “Supporting Investigative Journalism” programme: four 2000€ grants to the journalists which wrote the top three investigations, and seven 1000€ grants to the runner up investigations’ writers. This money helped the journalists cover their expenses and continue to write high-quality independent investigations, in spite of the pressure of the financial crisis, which has had a very strong impact on the press. Four winners were sent to the Global Investigative Journalism Conference, in Kyiv.

The presence of experienced foreign specialists as trainers played an important role. Also the jury being composed of experienced journalists knew to choose the best participants in order to achieve the expected results of the project. Prosecutors from the National Anticorruption Directorate participated at the activities of the programme, giving important background on their work. Moreover, representatives of the Public Ministry (Prosecutor’s Office attached to the High Court of Cassation and Justice) and the Superior Council of Magistracy were invited to take part in project’s activities: the seminars and the winner’s gala.

Speaking about Grants for Investigative Journalism’s highlights, 12 investigations focusing on high-level corruption/fraud have been published and the investigative journalism in Romania was reinforced.

This grant has stimulated the development of formal and informal networks among the participating journalists. The investigative journalists were encouraged to write independent investigations by giving them the chance to work and ask guidance from three of the experts in the field: Liviu Avram, deputy editor-in-chief Adevărul, Paul Radu, director of RISE Project (who is also executive director of Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project – OCCRP and member of the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists – ICIJ; specialist in transnational investigation, co-founder of Investigative Dashboard) and Valentin Zaschievici, freelancer. The members of the jury have provided guidance and support during the entire period of the investigation to participants by getting relevant information, editing and later, by publishing the articles.

For the involved journalists, the program helped them to strengthen a network and gain confidence in each other which is very important especially in a country where corruption is attempting to be involved in every aspect. They managed to improve their investigation skills, their knowledge and to increase their own confidence.

An illustrative example of success has been the investigation of Liviu Ghinea: after the investigation, the files in Galați concerning the destruction of SNIF, the National Society of Land Improvements, were re-opened, and were investigated by the National Anticorruption Directorate. Other examples can be given as well regarding investigations that have been followed up by prosecutors, or concerning a case where the National Integrity Agency has started an investigation on
the asset statements of an official. The investigation of Paul Ciurari concerning the products available for children in schools ended with the removal of coffee machines from schools in the area of Suceava County.

**Do`s and Don`ts:**

- Building trust through seminars and meetings between prosecutors and journalists.
- Using various types of financing, a mix between private involvement and contribution from embassies.
- Maintaining a strong network between the journalists from the local media and those from the central media.
- Assuring tutorship from reputed and experienced journalists.
- Do not involve journalists that are used by important oligarchs and parties’ “machineries” for political purposes.

**Further information:**

Freedom House Romania
Cristina GUSETH
E-mail: guseth@freedomhouse.ro
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